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1. Introduction: summary and guide to the 

report; overview of findings and 

recommendations; research context, aim, 

objectives, methodology, terms and 

definitions. 

 

Note: ‘APL’ is used throughout the report as a mnemonic for formal recognition 
of prior learning and achievement (see Section 1.7 for working definitions for 
this report)  

 

1.1 Summary and guide to the report 

In 2007 Credit Works was commissioned by the Learning and Skills Council 

(LSC) to examine the implications of Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) 

for recognising and measuring progression, in the context of accreditation of 

prior learning in a qualifications and credit framework. 

In early 2006 the LSC commissioned Credit Works to undertake research to 

examine the feasibility of employing APL to support progress towards the 

achievement of full level 1, 2 and 3 qualifications. A report was published in 
June 20061 which recommended that the LSC should consider further work 

in this area, once tests and trials of the QCF had begun. Section 2 briefly 
summarises and reiterates those factors which have contributed to the 
failure of the system to recognise prior learning and achievement to date, 

and summarises the (2006) report outcomes together with those 
recommendations relevant to this study. 

The emphasis in the 2006 report recommendations was on taking forward 

the research to provide workable models of funding and operating APL and 
Exemption within the QCF. In this report we have focussed in Section 3 on 

working with sector bodies to identify and characterise employer demand 
for the recognition of prior learning and achievement in the UK.  In Section 

4 we examined the potential for using APL and Exemption in the QCF in 
three inter-related policy contexts in England: 

 

• emerging new design principles for ‘full level 2’ qualifications  

• progression pathways within the FLT  

• ‘inclusive entry 1’ achievement and progression  

 

In Section 5 we have summarised what needs to be put in place to for APL 
and Exemption to work in the QCF.  This analysis effectively represents our 

conclusions – where we introduce a set of draft principles and describe 

conditions for successful use of APL and Exemption in the QCF.  

 

                                       
1 Credit Works, The feasibility of employing the accreditation of prior learning (APL) to support 
progress towards the achievement of full Level 1, 2 and 3 qualifications. LSC 2006 
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Given that in our conclusions we have responded to demand characterised 

by sector bodies, we believe the principal conditions identified for successful 

use of APL and Exemption in the QCF do (in the main) have application for 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland.  

 
Our recommendations for action are in Section 6. The Annex details sector 
body responses to the ‘snapshot survey’ on recognising prior learning and 

achievement and additional (anonymous) observations on APL and 
Exemption from sector bodies. The Appendix includes question prompts for 

different categories of interviewees, seminar questions, the snapshot survey 

form and a list of those consulted.  
 

1.2 Overview  

There is no doubt that for most stakeholders interviewed, historical and 

many current approaches to APL2 and Exemption were considered 
ineffective, difficult, dull and bureaucratic. However as this project 

progressed clear evidence of demand for APL and Exemption emerged, 

providing the current weaknesses and failures were addressed and workable 
solutions were put in place within the QCF.     

Interviewees suggested APL and Exemption (in the QCF) needed to be 

demystified and made as accessible as possible, and suggested that 

evidence of potential demand and examples of potential use would be 
crucial, as would a clear explanation of the relationship to policy drivers, 

planning and funding in EWNI. A set of common principles for APL and 

Exemption, within which stakeholders could test new practice was also 
requested and draft principles are included in the report for consideration.  

Interviewees wanted the research to address all these factors, and for the 
report to suggest a way forward for operation of APL and Exemption within 
the QCF.  

The policy contexts examined in this report presented a set of quite 
different challenges – from understanding how prior learning might be 

recognised within an inclusive entry 1 in the QCF, to getting recognition at 

all levels for achievements from informal learning at work. For example, the 
report suggests that design principles for ‘full level 2’ qualifications, as 

currently drafted for QCA, allow much scope for recognising prior learning 

and achievement and the report comments on the design principles 

accordingly.      

However Progression Pathways for the Foundation Learning Tier are 
eventually defined, a model for integrating the recognition of prior learning 

into the FLT curriculum is suggested, where the benefits of working with 
others to reflect on, value and describe prior learning is seen as an integral 

part of a structured learning programme. The provider needs to be 

organised to support the learner through a reflective learning process from 
the outset of the learning journey, needs access to appropriate units in the 

QCF to recognise achievement and understand how such achievement of 

such units contribute to progression along a validated progression pathway. 

                                       
2 Note: ‘APL’ is used throughout the report as a mnemonic for formal recognition of prior learning and 

achievement (see below for working definitions for this report) 
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The importance of Initial Assessment and Ongoing Review (IAOR) cannot be 

overstated here; and Credit Works’ parallel study, published at the same 

time as this report, examines this in detail.  
 

The starting point for this study was the identification of potential demand 
for APL and Exemption followed by identification of what needed to be put in 
place or to change for APL to succeed. In many respects the report presents 

an overall ‘business case’ for the place of APL and Exemption in formal 
recognition of achievement within the QCF. The contributions from sector 

bodies were invaluable, proving that there is clear demand and a need to 

come up with straightforward means to satisfy it.  

Examples of positive current APL practice were identified that could be used 

to exemplify possible ways forward.  

Some of the principal conditions for success exist already; for example the 

QCF specification is neutral on ‘APEL’ and intended to be positive on how 
Exemption could work within (qualification) rules of combination for units in 

the QCF. However the report questions whether the rules for exempted 

achievements will affect transferability and progression in the QCF and 
recommends review of the specification accordingly.  

Other conditions for success will need long term changes; for example 

providers currently operating linear learning programmes are already 

considering the logistical implications for moving to modularised delivery, 
with multiple starting points for learners throughout the year.  

Conclusions are intended to inform understanding of the implications for 

implementation of APL and Exemption. A single recommendation is made; 
to act on the report’s findings and conclusions within the phase 2 tests and 

trials of the QCF in 2007-8 and - through managed implementation - 
respond to the demand from stakeholders for workable and clear ways 
forward.  

1.3 Context for the research  

The LSC is a partner in the UK wide programme of reform of vocational 

qualifications (UK VQRP).3 

                                       
3  The objectives of the UK VQRP are: 

• The reform and rationalisation of sector qualifications and other provision so that they reflect 
employer and learner needs, providing recognised and valued levels of skill both within and 

across sectors 

• The development of a qualifications and credit framework (QCF) which will 

- facilitate the accumulation and transfer of credit 

- articulate with the UK Higher Education framework and the proposed European Credit 
and Qualifications Framework 

- The establishment of planning, funding and delivery arrangements of provision which 
support the above objectives.  

 

There are five interdependent Sub Programmes within the UK VQRP: 

• Sector Qualification Reform (led by SSDA) 

• Framework Development (led by QCA on behalf of the regulatory partners) 
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Within the UK VQRP phase 1 tests and trials of the proposed QCF were at 

the time of writing, already underway and phase 2 tests and trials were due 

to commence. Two Ministerial reports (July 2007 and July 2008) will be 
provided on progress across the reform programme.  

This research falls within the third Sub Programme (led by the LSC) and will 
form part of a strand of work focussing on new approaches to supporting 
learner progression in a qualifications and credit framework, and 

examination of potential performance measures and patterns of 
achievement in the QCF  

 

1.4 Overall aim 

The aim of this work is to examine the implications for recognising 

and measuring progression in the context of accreditation of prior 

learning in a qualifications and credit framework. It is expected that 

the work will result in recommendations for managing APL in the 
QCF in the context of planning, funding and workforce development. 

As the VQRP is UK wide the work should also address and have 

applicability for England, Wales and Northern Ireland.  

1.5 Research objectives 

The objectives of this project were to: 

1. Establish a baseline of the current weaknesses and failures in APL 

systems (building on the previous research) in order to establish how 
these may addressed in recognising and accrediting prior learning 

and achievement in the QCF (taking into account the technical 

specifications of the QCF). 

2. Identify the potential for new approaches to APL that may be offered 

by the QCF and how existing and new approaches may be managed 
through transition from the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) 
to the QCF. 

3. Examine how new and existing approaches will support achievement 
and progression in the context of sector qualification reform, 

particularly in the context of SQS prioritising qualifications for 

planning and funding purposes; how APL may be managed in this 
context and how it may be managed in terms of credibility and 

currency of prior learning and achievement for SSC/Bs and 
employers; how APL and Exemption could contribute to counting prior 
achievement without duplicating funding. 

4. Consider the implications for increased use of APL within the QCF in 

the context of planning and funding of provision, but particularly in 

                                                                                                                
• Planning, funding and delivery of provision (led by the LSC on behalf of the planning 

and funding bodies) 

• Preparatory rationalisation of existing qualifications (led by FAB and JCQ on behalf of the 

awarding bodies) 

• Communications (led by DfES).  
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the context of workforce development and the implications for 

providers. 

 
1.6 Methodology 

Desk based research included a review of relevant published literature on 
the subject; examination of current government policy documents in 
relation to curriculum and funding reform of 14+ further education in 

England, Wales and Northern Ireland (EWNI); review of the QCF 
specification and supporting information and guidance materials for test and 

trial sites; examination of published principles for APL in use in the UK and 

more widely in the EU; review of sector body assessment and qualification 
strategies and awarding body APL policy statements, where identified as 

relevant. 

A series of face to face and telephone interviews were conducted with key 

partners and stakeholders in EWNI, including civil servants engaged in 
drafting policy and implementing education reform, funding and planning 

organisations, representatives from bodies responsible for managing the 

QCF tests and trials; sector and awarding bodies representatives; providers 
involved in the QCF phase 1 tests and trials and the Association of Colleges.  

A half day seminar for sector bodies gathered information and views on 

demand for APL and Exemption across sectors and a ‘snapshot survey’ of 

sector bodies produced a set of 29 results and case studies.  

Credit Works produced an interim report for LSC in February 2007 outlining 

progress content and likely direction of the final report.   

A final draft of this report was provided to LSC at the end of March 2007.  

 

1.7 Definition of terms and scope for APL, Exemption and Transfer 
in a credit system 
 

Terms and definitions were developed originally (and solely) for the Credit 
works (2006) APL report 1.  We needed a common understanding of terms 

used when discussing APL with key stakeholders; and we needed to be clear 

about how we used terms associated with APL in this report. The definitions 
are intended to apply to the unit based credit system proposed for the QCF 

and though our terms and definitions are slightly different, they are 

consistent with the definitions offered within the QCF. We decided to 

maintain our definitions in this 2007 report, partly for consistency and 
partly because we suggest that a wider discussion of terms and definitions 
is needed in the context of practice. (See Section 6 Recommendations).4  

However by default, defining and explaining terms for this (and the 2006) 
report helped to tackle some of the questions we set out to address.  

 

Two key definitions used in this report are:  
 

                                       
4 See Credit Works, The feasibility of employing the accreditation of prior learning (APL) to support 

progress towards the achievement of full Level 1, 2 and 3 qualifications pp. 20-25 LSC 2006. for a full 
discussion of terms and definitions in APL and Exemption in the context of the QCF.  
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Accreditation of Prior Learning: Within a Framework of credit based 

units this is defined as the award of credit based on verifiable evidence of 

the achievement of a unit or units gained through prior learning. 
 

Credit Exemption: is claimed for already certificated achievement. 
Exemption offers the opportunity for learners to have already certificated 
achievement which is not credit based count towards the achievement of 

credit based qualifications; e.g. from qualifications that are currently in the 
NQF and not credit-based.   

 

Note: The ‘kite-marking’ of outcomes from in-company training is not the 
same as Exemption. Kite marking (and/or recognition of achievements in a 

skills passport) can be done without any reference to the QCF or other 

qualifications systems.   
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 2. Weakness and failures in current APL 

practice 

 
From further desk research and interviews undertaken we are satisfied that 

we have sufficiently identified the key themes and issues relating to current 

weakness and failure in APL systems in the Credit Works (2006) report.  

Interviewees for this 2007 study tended to reiterate the points made below 

and support these conclusions. Other potential barriers (rather than past 

weaknesses or failures) emerged in this 2007 study but we decided to 
describe and suggest ways of addressing these rather than simply 

enumerating them; stating what needs to be put in place for APL and 
Exemption to be successful and identifying and discussing the principal 

conditions required for success in Section 5. 

 

2.1 Key themes and issues relating to current weakness and failure 

in APL systems 

 

“For LSC and QCA:  

There appears to be …little or no evidence that prior learning and 

achievement below Level 2 is recognised within national qualifications.  

For learner entitlement:  

If, as evidence indicates, most APL processes are ‘tortuous and time-

consuming’ (and therefore costly) there is little chance that most current 

approaches to APL will deliver on any entitlement to recognition of 
achievement for adult learners, particularly in the FLT but also at levels 2 

and 3. 

For learner progression:  

Provider experience and views suggests that currently there is probably 
little positive impact on learner progression through use of APL and 
Exemption.  

Among providers:  

Providers reported that little APL and Exemption takes place as they are 

concerned that responsibility falls to them to make decisions on admissible 
evidence. For example, providers were often unsure where to draw the line 

on the currency (age) of prior certificated learning.  

There is a perception among providers that awarding bodies do not 
encourage APL and Exemption because they themselves are uncertain about 

the rigour and quality of the process. 

There is little or no training or support for APL; this lack of capacity among 
providers deters them from using it. Providers said they would struggle to 

accurately identify and make judgment of an adult’s prior learning 
achievements and then match these to units in the Framework. This would 

be a ‘huge task’ and resources would be needed.  
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The validity of evidence of prior learning was easier to assess when it was 

more knowledge based. The trend towards assessing the practical 

application of skills and knowledge, visible in more recently developed units 
and qualifications, makes APL and Exemption more difficult. 

Providers were concerned that promotion of the Framework may raise 
expectations and that without proper guidance, providers may be placed in 
a worse position. If there were increased demand from learners for APL and 

Exemption, providers would need very clear guidance on decision-making, 
certainly more than they say they have access to now. 

For the Skills for Business Network: 

There was general uncertainty as to the role and influence of SSCs and/or 
SSBs in relation to Exemption and APL arrangements. Interviewees 

recognised that SSCs were in a position to ‘make or break’ APL and 

Exemption; would another layer of approval from Sector bodies help or 

hinder recognition of prior learning and achievement? How could Sector 
bodies be confident that the currency and content of prior learning and 

achievement was valid?   

For the regulator: 

There was general uncertainty as to the role of the regulator in relation to 

APL and Exemption processes. Most stakeholders assumed that the 

regulator would not be involved in approving or regulating the detailed 

process of APL and Exemption, in line with QCA’s current position on 
regulating awarding bodies. The counterweight to the argument for a light 

touch from the regulator on these issues was a concern among many 

stakeholders that mutual confidence in each other’s systems would have to 
be in place for APL and Exemption to work.  

For LSC:     

A general view that new funding mechanisms under agenda for change 
should not obstruct or prove a disincentive to providers employing APL, 

particularly if it begins to be associated with measuring adult DT.  

For awarding and endorsing organisations: 

Any increased potential within the Framework for Achievement may mean 

more interest groups with views as to the validity of assessment and quality 
assurance of achievement. This might complicate or bureaucratise APL 

processes to satisfy demands from a wider range of interest groups.   

Mutual trust between stakeholders is built up over time. Rapid expansion of 

APL and Exemption may be hampered by a lack of mutual trust and 
confidence between stakeholders in each other’s systems and regimes. 
Exemption arrangements were often built on mutual trust over time. There 

was an anxiety that open access to units in the Framework may destabilise 
mutual trust and Exemption arrangements established between specialist 

awarding bodies and professional bodies.  

In relation to Exemption arrangements: 

In most cases (we examined), Exemption arrangements in current 

practice were formalised and agreed between relevant institutions and 

bodies. Learners ‘unpredicted’ requests for Exemption had to conform 
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to these arrangements. Providers were less comfortable when they had 

to make a decision on Exemption, without what was described as 

sufficient guidance as to the admissibility of the certificated evidence 
offered.”   

 
2.2 Credit Works report to LSC on APL (2006)5: Summary of the 

outcomes and recommendations addressed in this 2007 study and 
report 
 
The text below is quoted verbatim from the Executive Summary of the 2006 

report, for the benefit of those readers unfamiliar with its conclusions and 
recommendations. Enactment of its recommendations still depends upon 

evidence of demand (now we believe addressed in this report) and a 
willingness among stakeholders to move forward on the application of  APL 
and Exemption within the context (we suggest) of the QCF tests and trials.  

 
 

“Any one of the many issues arising from this study would be worthy of 
more detailed research. Even a common understanding of the terms for APL 

appeared to be missing. In the main, there appeared to be little evidence of 

APL even being attempted below level 2. At level 2 and above, providers 
said that whatever potential there was for APL was hampered by 

bureaucracy; either over-prescription of the terms and ‘guidance’ for APL 

or, when awarding bodies adopted a lighter touch, uncertainty among 

providers about what constituted admissible evidence for assessment. 
Successful APL at level 2 and above seemed to owe much to mutual trust 

between employers, providers, and specialist professional and awarding 
bodies.  
 

The future role of sector bodies was uncertain. Though the Skills for 
Business Network (SfBN) clearly expects to take a much more active role in 

setting terms for recognising prior learning and achievement, we do not yet 

know what this means in practice, though it may vary from sector to sector.  
Their active involvement may clarify and speed up APL in some sectors, or it 

may do the opposite. There may be attempts to further prescribe admissible 

evidence and assessment itself, all in the understandable interests of 

maintaining or improving occupational standards.  
 
By contrast it was expected or hoped that the regulator would adopt a more 

neutral position. Beyond setting the rules for the Framework and overseeing 
(the quality of) its operation, all stakeholders believed that the regulator 

should not be overly involved in the detail of APL processes and procedures 

(any more than other aspects of Framework operation). However there was 
a wish among most to work to a set of ‘guidelines and principles’ to assure 

mutual trust in the way APL was being operated for the Framework and that 

the regulator could perhaps oversee the devising of such principles.  

 
Who should champion the interests of learners, particularly learners at work 

and those without qualifications at level 2? Enshrining in policy, entitlement 
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to recognition of achievement, will help such learners but is the system 

currently capable of recognising prior learning and achievement? We know 

little of what learners think about APL. As this was a ‘high level feasibility 
study’ we did not interview learners on the receiving end of APL. But we 

know from our ‘First Steps’ study6  for LSC that learners understood and 
would like access to APL at the earliest stages of learning and achievement, 
but the process has to be a positive one and encompass a range of 

achievements, especially at lower levels.  
 

The report does however identify positive practice in APL and suggests 

using action research to test out these approaches with the Tests and Trials 
for the Framework in 2006-2008. Two models (for different purposes) are 

suggested: ‘First Steps’ and ‘Fast Track’, each quite different in purpose and 

targeting different learners, but both having in common the aim of making 

recognition of prior learning and achievement straightforward and 
accessible, integrating the process into structured learning programmes. 

The ‘First Steps’ model is particularly suggested for application in the  

Foundation Learning Tier and the ‘Fast Track’ model for fast-tracking 
recognition of prior learning of occupational skills and knowledge, at all 

levels.    

 

One consistent message from interviewees was that ‘APL’ systems were 
prone to develop almost regardless of demand – the understandable wish to 

recognise prior learning and achievement gradually overtaken by the 

demand for ‘robust’ assessment and the subsequent development of an 
(often expensive and obscure) industry to manage APL processes. Learners 

and employers access to and understanding of such process then requires 
‘expert’ intermediaries to make it work, and outcomes of the whole 
experience are disproportionate to the effort and cost. Our 

recommendations are made with these observations in mind. A workable 
system for APL in the Framework has to be devised to deliver on the 

government’s Skills Strategy7, but the emphasis in future research and 

implementation has to be on ‘workable’.   
     

Recommendations for further research and recommended actions 

for consideration and investigation within the trials of the 

Framework and FLT in 2006-8. 
 
Further research should include:  

 
1. A detailed examination of the current weaknesses and failures in APL 

and Exemption systems and practice and how these should be 

addressed in recognising and accrediting prior learning and 
achievement in the Framework. 

 

2. Examination of the feasibility of using the ‘First Steps’ and ‘Fast 

Track’ models and the ‘Profiling’ approach to APL, cited in this report 
(see also Recommendation 8 below), to support the development of 

Adult Distance Travelled measures for New Measures of Success.  

                                       
6 Credit Works, Characterising First Steps Learning. LSC 2006 
7 DfES, Skills: Getting on in business, getting on at work. DfES March 2005 
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3. Further examination of the opportunities for new approaches to APL 

and Exemption offered by the Framework and identification of any 
threats posed by the Framework to existing good practice.  

 
4. An assessment of the implications for providers, IAG and learning 

support services of the extension and/or introduction of successful or 

new approaches to APL and Exemption. 
 

5. Clarification of how the regulator can support the devising of 

principles, parameters and guidance which will simplify APL and 
Exemption approaches, build mutual trust among practitioners and 

underwrite the validity of credit achievements made through APL.  

 

6. Finding out how learners perceive APL, whether the availability of APL 
increases their motivation and impacts on their progression and on 

what terms. These questions should be addressed particularly in the 

context of 8 below.  
   

Investigation and action in Framework and FLT tests and trials 

2006-8 should consider: 

 
7. Developing and testing terms and definitions for APL and Exemption 

in the context of the Framework.  

 
8. Exploring ways of integrating recognition of prior learning into the 

curriculum and active accreditation of that prior learning within a 
learning programme.  The ‘First Steps’, and ‘Fast Track’ models and 
the ‘Profiling’ approach cited in this report should be developed and 

tested to recognise and accredit prior learning in the Framework.  
 

9. Testing out the premise, that ‘ubiquitous’ credit and shared or 
common units can facilitate recognition of a wider set of (prior) 

achievements. 
 

10. The Skills for Business Network, through SSDA, taking the lead on 
developing and testing risk assessment in relation to Exemption and 
APL with SSCs (and/or SSBs) and awarding bodies. For example, use 

risk assessment to examine (a sample of) current sector 
qualifications to help SSCs recommend a strategy for using 

Exemption in relation to existing NQF qualifications. Risk assessment 

of any sample should relate to the eight priority areas identified by 
the LSC, based on its strategic objectives and targets, which need to 

be covered by and explored through the Framework trials.  
 

Beyond the Framework: 
 

11. Development of practice in APL and Exemption in the Framework 
should be cognisant of practice and development elsewhere, and the 

applicability of APL approaches (in the UK and other countries of the 

EU) for achievements below level 2. Any investigation should aim to 

support the objectives of the Copenhagen declaration and focus on 
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systems which use learning outcomes, credit and frameworks 

intended to articulate and recognise such achievements.”  
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 3. Characterising demand for APL and 

Exemption from employers: sector body 

views 

 

3.1 Introduction 
Is there a demand for recognition of prior learning and achievement among 
employers? What form does it take and what would providers, awarding 

bodies and other stakeholders have to do (and change) to meet that 
demand?  

 
A recent DEMOS paper concluded,  
 

‘Many people also learn most effectively on the job, so we need more focus 
on accreditation of prior learning.’8 
 

APL, it suggested, might help to address the ‘paradox’ between the focus in 
public policy on employer demand for skills and the continuing lack of 

motivation among the least qualified adult individuals to take up learning.   

 
We elected in this study to focus primarily on real demand for APL and 

Exemption identified by sector bodies and what needs to be put in place to 

make APL and Exemption work. There is no need to rehearse here the 

responsibility  (especially ‘post-Leitch’9) ascribed to sector skills councils and 
bodies for identifying and responding to demand from employers for 

learning and qualifications. Given their UK wide responsibility and our brief 

from LSC, we were conscious that their contribution would be central to the 
usefulness and validity of this study. We were pleased to find that sector 

bodies were interested and willing to contribute information and views on 

the place of recognising prior learning and achievement in their strategies 

for assessment and qualifications. We managed to gather both general 
responses via a snapshot survey and assemble individual case studies 

through interviews and a sector body seminar discussion.  

 
This section provides: 

 
• an overview of demand using results of a snapshot survey conducted 

with sector bodies  

 
• A summary of key themes emerging from case studies from 

individual sector bodies and an analysis of these.  The case studies 

are then quoted in brief to help to characterise employer demand for 
APL and Exemption, and to highlight the views of sector bodies on 

issues and obstacles to be overcome.   

 

We conducted a snapshot survey10 of individual sector bodies to: 

                                       
8 John Knell, Kate Oakley and Duncan O’Leary Confronting the Skills Paradox. 

DEMOS. January 2007 
9 Leitch S., Leitch Review of Skills - Prosperity for all in the global economy - world class skills. 
December 2006. DFES 2006 
10 See Appendix 
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• gauge demand  

 

• find out if APL and Exemption featured in their strategies for 
assessment and qualifications  

 
• find out what their views were of using the QCF to test approaches to 

APL and Exemption  

 
We conducted individual interviews with sector bodies using a briefing 

paper11 and a series of question prompts12. We also ran a seminar for sector 

bodies and SSDA to:  
 

• bring representatives up to speed with the findings of our 2006 

report1 

 
• discuss the interim findings from this study 

 

• identify common issues and questions across sectors 
 

Information from interviews and feedback from seminar discussions enabled 

us to: 

 
• collect case study material to help characterise demand  

• Aid analysis of what (in the opinion of sector bodies) needed to be 

put in place for APL and Exemption to succeed.  
 

 
3.2 Snapshot survey of sector bodies 
 

Sector body representatives were asked to respond to the following 
questions:  

 

1. Does the recognition of prior learning and achievement feature in 
your strategy for assessment and qualifications?  Yes/No  

 

2. Do you have evidence of demand for recognising prior learning and 

achievement in your sector? (from employers and or employees) 
Yes/No  

 

3. Are there (non UK qualification framework) certificated achievements 
in your sector that you would like to see recognised in the QCF? 

Yes/No  

 
4. Are you interested in exploiting the QCF to recognise prior learning 

and achievement in your sector? Yes/No  

 

5. Do you think recognition of prior learning and achievement should be 
addressed in further tests and trials of the QCF? Yes/No  

 

                                       
11 See Appendix  
12 See Appendix 
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There were 29 responses in all, four of which were anonymous. The list of 

self identified sector bodies that responded is to be found in the Appendix.   
 A breakdown of responses can be found in the Annex to this report. 

 
3.3 Key conclusions from the survey  
 

 
1. 76% of respondents said their sector body included (or intend to 

include) the recognition of prior learning and achievement in their 

strategies for assessment and qualifications. 
 

2. 83% had evidence of demand for recognising prior learning and 

achievement in their sectors (from employers and or employees)   

 
3. 69% said there were (non UK qualification framework) certificated 

achievements in their sectors that they would like to see recognised 

in the QCF. 
 

4. 93% said they were interested in exploiting the QCF to recognise 

prior learning and achievement in their sectors. 

 
5. 89% thought recognition of prior learning and achievement should be 

addressed in further tests and trials of the QCF. 

 
There is no question then, that sector bodies are able to identify demand for 

APL and Exemption, that recognition of prior learning and achievement 
either features or will feature in most sector body strategies and that the 
QCF is seen as a potential testing ground for new APL and Exemption 

practice. 
 

3.4 Sector body case studies 

 
We asked sector bodies to come up with some ‘for instance’ examples of a 

demand for APL and/or Exemption in their sector. These were requested 

informally – and their responses do not necessarily reflect the formal 

position of their sector body, nor do they represent all their body may have 
to say on the subject. They do however provide an accessible insight into 
potential demand and some of the issues and obstacles to be overcome. 

Given the level of potential demand, we concluded from their responses that 
there was an overwhelming case for addressing these obstacles in further 

testing and trialling of the QCF. 

 
We have summarised the key themes emerging from the case study 

responses and added quotations from sector bodies to help illustrate the 

kind of demand, questions and issues identified in interview and survey.  
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3.5 Analysis of key themes and emerging from the case study 

responses – overview  

 
3.5.1 APL - overview    

Almost all sector bodies acknowledged that prior uncertificated learning 
featured within their sectors. Many were able to describe how APL might be 
use to recognise such achievements and some already had successful APL 

systems in place in their sector, in association with awarding and or 
professional bodies. Respondents said that APL must be as   exacting a 

process as any other assessment method and at the same time be as 

simple and accessible a process as possible. Some raised the issue of public 
funding but (as with many other stakeholders interviewed) were not clear if 

there were barriers to APL and Exemption within funding and planning 

mechanisms or whether barriers to the use of APL were inherent in current 

APL practice itself. However all suggested that equal and proportionate 
terms were needed for funding APL alongside other learning programmes.  

Some suggested that EWNI funders and planners could offer specific 

guidance on funding APL and meeting the costs of Exemption.   
 

3.5.2 Exemption – overview  

A significant majority of sector bodies were able to identify certificated 

achievements that could (within rules of combination) count towards the 
achievement of units or qualifications within the QCF. In the seminar we 

discussed how this could be achieved through Exemption, or by matching 

the outcomes of certificated achievements post hoc to the requirements of 
unit in the QCF, or by mapping the outcomes of in-company training to 

units designed for the purpose.  
 
A few sector bodies already had exemption arrangements in place – these 

would need to be transposed into the QCF at some point but more 
importantly, details of the processes adopted for creating such exemption 

arrangements could help other SBs learn how to make Exemption in the 

QCF work for their sectors.  
 

There were some references to the role of professional bodies in current APL 

and Exemption practice and that the experience of such bodies could help to 

inform the testing of APL and Exemption in the QCF.  
 
3.5.3 APL, Exemption and the future QCF 

In the (perhaps not too distant) future, employers or professional bodies 
may themselves be approved to offer and award units and qualifications in 

the QCF. However in the early years of the QCF, Exemption could well be an 

important tool for recognition of prior certificated achievement – and a key 
tool for breaking the division between state and privately recognised 

qualifications. For example an employer within a sector may have internal 

training, assessment and quality assurance systems in place which meet 

QCF requirements. If that employer is large and influential within a sector, 
its own qualification may have validity (and a degree of transferability) 

across the sector. In such cases a SB and AB(s) may agree to exempting 

those with such in-company certificates from having to achieve all the units 
in a QCF qualification. This may add value to the employer’s internal 

qualification by connecting it to other achievement sets in the QCF, and 
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save an employer money by recognising the value of the outcomes of in-

company training. Potential benefits to employers of directly engaging with 

the QCF were explored by Credit Works in an earlier study for QCA13.  
 

However the need for Exemption may diminish over time, as the outcomes 
of in-company (and other non-QCF certificated) training are recognised 
directly as meeting requirements of units in the QCF. Where the credibility 

and status of vendor, employer or professional body qualifications continues 
to take precedence in the market in the future, dual accreditation 

(recognition by the employer, professional body, vendor and QCF) may 

obtain. SBs could write units which match common outcomes of employer 
training in their sector, and employers match the outcomes of their training 

to the requirements of those units. There would be no need for Exemption 

in these cases.  

 
 See the e-skills case study for an example of direct recognition within the 

QCF of vendor qualifications in action now.  

 
In the case of APL – there is scope for considering opportunities for (or 

removing obstacles to) APL at the unit design stage, rather than examining 

units and qualifications post hoc for opportunities to apply APL. Where 

scope for APL is thought desirable, this could be included in the unit aims 
and assessment requirements, and obstacles to APL avoided in writing 

learning outcomes and assessment criteria. For example, over-prescription 

of assessment criteria, and an overemphasis on itemising tasks to be 
completed (rather than specifying skills, knowledge and understanding to be 

assessed) militate against flexibility in how, where and when a learner can 
achieve a unit and the means by which they can evidence its achievement. 
It is not difficult to see why units with these characteristics militate against 

APL.  
 

So the scope in the QCF for application of APL and Exemption to the 

demands of employers will evolve over time. This potential and 
understanding should be taken into account from the outset in testing and 

trialling APL and Exemption. Notably many sector bodies made this 

observation in their seminar feedback.   

 
3.5.4 Existing practice in APL and Exemption should be examined 
for applicability for the QCF. For example, professional body Exemption 

and APL agreements for nominated occupations and or acceptance of 
professional status were cited by a number of sector bodies. These 

arrangements could be brought within the scope of the QCF and successful 

practice in these areas could be shared across sectors. Where the details of 
such agreements are left to industry and professional bodies, how will these 

organisations engage with the QCF?  

Existing systems which aim to fast track recognition of experienced workers 

skills and knowledge could provide exemplary models for using APL and 
Exemption within the QCF. The On-site Assessment and Training (OSAT) 

                                       
13 Credit Works, Key Issues in Including Employer-Led Provision Currently Outside the NQF Within the 

Framework for Achievement. QCA March 2005 
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model could be applied in other sectors to a range of occupations. OSAT is a 

fast-track APL route to an NVQ or SVQ in Construction Skills.  

 
“On-Site Assessment and Training (OSAT) helps experienced workers get 

the qualifications to prove they can do the job. It turns their existing skills 
and experience into a nationally recognised qualification such as an NVQ or 
SVQ. Having these qualifications also helps qualify them for a Construction 

Skills Certification Scheme (CSCS) card.”14   
 

“There are 6 key stages to the OSAT process: 

 
Stage 1 - Employer contacts CITB-Construction Skills or an OSAT centre to 

enquire about OSAT.  

Stage 2 - CITB-Construction Skills, or one of its partners, will discuss the 

OSAT process with you and help you pick the best 'option' for your needs. 
They will also talk you through the grants available and identify suitable 

OSAT providers.  

Stage 3 - The OSAT centre will arrange to come to see you to discuss your 
situation in greater detail.  

Stage 4 - Employees are briefed on the OSAT process and undergo a skills 

review.  

Stage 5 - The employee follows an individual action plan to fill any skills 
gaps, and is assessed as they go along.  

Stage 6 - Once successfully completed, an NVQ / SVQ is awarded. When 

combined with a Health and Safety Test pass, the employee is eligible for a 
CSCS card.” 

 
Other sector bodies clearly have similar systems which should be examined 
for their wider application. Significantly these systems appeared to have   

addressed many of the anxieties and questions we found in interviews; for 
example, those associated with the quality of assessment process and 

verification and comparability with other assessment methodologies, 

transferability of achievements, and infrastructure required to make such 
systems viable, including issues of cost.   

 

3.5.5 The scope for using Rules of Combination (RoC) within the 

QCF may reduce the need for Exemption. For example, by reducing 
instances of repeated learning through inclusion of generic units across 
qualifications in the QCF using rules of combination.  ‘Common’ units 

identified in the seminar discussion ranged from health and safety, to 
management and ICT.  Again, there are examples of extensive cross 

occupational recognition already in existence which appear to work well.  

 
3.5.6 Vendor Certification as an alternative to Exemption. The 

approach adopted by e-skills to vendor qualifications removes the need for 

Exemption completely; by designing units which reflect the content of 

vendor qualifications, these qualifications are included in the QCF. While this 
approach may be a very positive move for the major international vendor 

qualifications, there are other much smaller awards where the level of 

benefit to learners and employers would be disproportionate to the task. 

                                       
14 See the website for further information: On-site Assessment and Training (OSAT) 
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Nevertheless this is a major step forward for qualifications reform in the UK. 

The reasons why e-skills decided to pursue this route are explained below 

and will have resonance for sector bodies in similar positions with national 
and international vendor and professional body qualifications and licenses.   

 
‘We are going down the route of defining these as units in their own right, 
rather than exemptions and equivalencies. In practice, this means that the 

ABs will need to have partnership working arrangements with the vendors 
(which in the case of our trial, they all do)’ 

 

‘Learning in the IT Professional sector is dominated by globally defined 
certifications which are either owned by technology vendors (e.g. Microsoft, 

Cisco, Oracle etc) or by trade associations such as CompTIA. However, their 

role in the UK education and skills system has been limited by the 

regulatory requirements for the NQF and their relation to government 
funding. This means that employers that can afford to pay the full rate go to 

the private sector to access these certifications. Due to the almost uniquely 

global nature of the IT industry, UK based certifications for the existing 
workforce are often of limited relevance to employers and the take-up of 

funding learning (UK defined and UK centric) is very limited indeed (c. 

5,000 LSC starts per annum). 

 
 These vendor and industry standard certifications  have been embedded as 

optional units within some Awarding Body Vocationally Related 

Qualifications (VRQs), but this approach benefits learners in the FE system 
rather than providing employers access to appropriate learning for existing 

employees (for example through Train to Gain). This has also caused a 
related problem based around the development, accreditation and 
regulation of these qualifications. It is naturally the case that the VRQs all 

run to different accreditation end dates and some have different standards 
unit sizes. This means that a globally defined certification is expressed in 

two or three different ways and sometimes with end dates that do not 

correspond with the actual expiry date for the vendor certification. It also 
currently requires the “vendor” to have separate discussions with each 

individual awarding body to define and agree the use and arrangements. 

Based on this situation, e-skills UK proposed that it would submit the units 

to the [QCF] databank and an independent and impartial arbiter to 
represent the units in a consistent fashion and to submit them as 
“restricted” units to reflect that partnership arrangements must be in place 

before an Awarding Body can offer the unit.’ 
 

  

‘The QCF provides a unique opportunity to broaden the scope of 
achievements that will be recognised in the national framework and it’s vital 

that the most important achievements are recorded and available in their 

own right. This will immediately make the QCF more relevant to employers 

than the NQF, and if this can be aligned to funding mechanisms it could 
have a major benefit for the link between public subsidy and productivity in 

the IT sector.’ 
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3.6 Analysis of key themes and emerging from the case study 

responses – potential benefits of APL and Exemption  

 
3.6.1 Employers, funding bodies and individuals will be interested in 

APL and Exemption if it saves time and money. Employers may well be 
motivated by this incentive but so may individuals and funding agencies. 
This view was widely expressed, as a potential benefit of APL and 

Exemption. 
 

More than one sector body recognised the scope for matching outcomes of 

in-company training to generic units through Exemption or direct 
recognition, and the potential to save substantial amounts of money and 

staff time through such mutual recognition. 

 

The reassurance that the outcomes from another company’s training had 
been quality assured through recognition in the QCF would help to reduce 

the volume of duplicated training and save employers’ money. This may 

also be a key benefit to the public purse, though this can only be surmised; 
we have no hard evidence for example in FE or WBL, of how much training 

duplicates learning in order to produce certificated outcomes.  

 

Where (as in the voluntary sector) training budgets were tight, APL and 
Exemption could be used to make those budgets go further whether publicly 

funded or not. 

 
LLSCs could explore use of APL and Exemption in negotiating funding of 

employer training, (and meeting entitlements to FLT progression pathways 
and ‘full Level 2 and 3’ entitlements.   
 

3.6.2 Freelance staff could get recognition for their prior learning. 
Some sectors depend heavily on freelance and self-employed staff with a 

high level of expertise built up over time. There is scope for using peer 

review and a ‘viva voce’ approach to assessment of prior learning. There are 
benefits to such workers – their skills are more transparently recognised; 

and benefits to employers – able to recruit staff and match freelancers to 

requirements using more objective criteria than currently available. 

 
3.6.3 Some employers will only be interested in APL if the process 
‘accredits what they do’. Large employers in particular will expect the 

APL process to add value to outcomes from their own training. Sector 
bodies are already exploring how they can do this through kite marking, or 

quality marking the outcomes of in-company training that can be 

successfully ‘mapped’ or related to NOS. Many SBs use ‘skills passports’, 
which can be used as a transferable record of individual 

vocational/professional development, training attended and other job-

related information. However ‘kite marking’ does not lead to the award of 

credit in the QCF - there is no real recognition of achievement that is 
transferable except by agreement within a sector. APL could be used to 

recognise achievements in the QCF which are currently kite marked or 

included in skills passports, and improve the transparency and 
transferability of what has been achieved. 
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Where the SB can use APL or Exemption to recognise some of these 

achievements, (matching the requirements of units in the QCF) skills 

passports could include references or (in the case of web-based skills 
passports) hyperlinks to the QCF Learner Achievement Record (LAR)  

 
3.6.4 APL could help with recognition of transferable skills within a 
sector. More than one SB saw APL as a means to increase mobility between 

occupations within their sector and motivate employees to gain recognition 
of their existing skills and knowledge. In fact, what most were describing 

was the need to recognise that some skills and knowledge are transferable 

across occupations in a given sector and that current qualifications do not 
necessarily recognise this and nor do qualifications ‘interlock’ through use of 

common units. This is also an issue across other divides (FE and HE was 

cited). APL may be useful as an assessment tool in such circumstances but 

if recognition of transferable skills and knowledge was spelled out in rules of 
combination for related occupational qualifications, the need to use APL and 

Exemption might be reduced.    

    
3.6.5 Grandfather rights, APL and Exemption. Where ‘grandfather 

rights’ (an exception that allows an old qualifications/industry accreditation 

to continue to count for some experienced workers, alongside requirements 

to meet new requirements for others) come under scrutiny there is the 
scope to use Exemption to analyse and formalise such arrangements and 

perhaps identify what is not covered through an Exemption arrangement for 

such ‘grandfather rights’; new health and safety requirements or new 
skills/knowledge for a new operational process, perhaps.   

 
3.7 Analysis of key themes and emerging from the case study 
responses – issues and questions    

 
3.7.1 National Occupational Standards, APL and units in the QCF All 

sector bodies in this study (and in a recent Credit Works study for QCA15) 

were clear that NOS are distinct from (units and) qualifications, that NOS 
represented the sole reference point for ‘occupational’ units and 

qualifications, where there are NOS in place that have wide recognition 

across a sector. Respondents in this study, who had confidence in the NOS 

for their sector, saw the potential to design units which ‘mapped’ to NOS 
and which could be used to recognise the outcomes of in-company training. 
This appeared to be particularly attractive to SBs where large employers 

were interested in having outcomes of their own training recognised. In 
such cases, such achievements might be recognised as meeting the 

requirements of a unit or units in the QCF and no APL or Exemption process 

would be necessary. In this instance the outcomes of in company training 
would be matched to units in the QCF –these QCF units could be used to 

recognise achievements from more than one company’s in house training. 

No Exemption would be needed as the learner would gain credit for 

achievement of units in the QCF. There would be no need to use APL either 
(where the evidence of achievement from in company training  is used by 

an individual as evidence of achievement of outcomes, a unit or units in the 

                                       
15 Credit Works, Research to identify credit developments and their implications for sector bodies QCA 
2006 
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QCF) as the learner would be awarded credit for their in company 

achievement (without having to again present evidence for assessment). In 

a way these (and other questions on routes to achievement in the QCF sit 
above  APL and Exemption – which are additional routes to recognition 

which may be used if the outcomes of in company training do not lead 
directly to award of credit in the QCF.  
In each of these cases (and in other approaches discussed and speculated 

on in our SB seminar) NOS were seen as the reference point (and starting 
point) used to validate achievements from in-company training, whatever 

the route to achievement of units in the QCF.   

 
3.7.2 APL is only viable if the quality of achievement is comparable 

to the outcomes from other assessment methodologies. Though this 

general point was made by many, sector bodies were clearly confident 

(where it operated) about the quality of APL in their own sectors. As the 
QCF presents the possibility for more cross-sectoral mutual recognition of 

achievement, the need for mutual trust will grow. This may not be an issue 

of quality so much as mutual understanding and reassurance; where sector 
bodies already collaborated or where they worked cross sectorally, mutual 

trust in existing practice was identifiable from responses, and as such might 

well be easier to build upon, in innovating APL and Exemption practice 

within the QCF. 
 

3.7.3 Do assessors, verifiers and moderators need specialised skills 

and knowledge for APL?  There is perhaps a need (at least) to make the 
APL skills and knowledge requirements for assessors and 

verifiers/moderators more explicit than they are now; this in itself would 
help to build mutual trust. Whether there is a need to develop professional 
standards and specialised units is another matter for consideration. This is 

currently under discussion at LLUK; but is professionalisation of such skills 
and knowledge a response to a cumbersome and almost mystical process? 

Where APL methodologies are transparent and thresholds for achievement 

less open to subjective interpretation, why would an experienced assessor 
or verifier need additional expertise? Could professionalisation be another 

obstacle to successful APL?   

 

3.7.4 ‘Knowledge’, ‘skill’ and ‘competence’:  understanding the 
differences and the consequences for APL and Exemption. 
Recognition of prior knowledge should not be interpreted as evidence of 

(full) competence. Evidence of acquisition of relevant skills will be needed 
too. The OSAT system (see 3.5.4) proves it is possible to use a fast track 

APL process to recognise both the skills and knowledge of experienced 

construction workers and award them S/NVQs. This issue has been raised 
by sector bodies in other fora and is not particular to APL. As long as there 

is a clear understanding of the relationship between NOS and achievement 

of a unit or units in the QCF and this is reflected in unit titles and RoC there 

is no likelihood that ‘full competence’ can be claimed for achievement of any 
unit in the QCF without sector body approval.  

 

There is though a need to share agreement on definitions of ‘competence’ 
‘skill’ and ‘knowledge’. The elision of meaning of the words ‘skill’ and 

‘competence’ is unhelpful and needs to be removed.  
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3.7.5 ‘Blanket’ systems for APL do not inspire confidence in the 

quality of outcome. Where an awarding body allows the centre and 

learner to determine whether a piece of evidence meets assessment 
requirements is it sufficient to provide generalised guidance to assessors? 

We know from our 2006 report that providers were nervous anyway of 
using APL in such circumstances for fear of failure to meet the approval of 
verifiers and moderators. Awarding bodies have in general increased the 

scope for local interpretation so as to remove obstacles to APL. It is also not 
viable for an awarding body to produce customised assessment instruments 

for every unit at individual level. The question is, how is it possible to 

maintain some latitude in deciding upon which evidence meets 
requirements through APL without undermining the value of the award of 

credit in the QCF?  

 

 3.7.6 APL Methodology: what would work to underwrite the quality 
of assessment outcomes from APL? Some sector bodies made reference 

to methods they currently used or would like to see used in their sectors – 

for example:  
 

• Recognition of existing craft skills through observation at work 

• Viva voce scheme for experienced workers at higher levels 

• Peer review of evidence among freelance/self employed staff 
  

Some suggested that in-company assessment of achievement may be just 

as viable and robust as any other, whether recognised through Exemption 
or used to generate evidence of prior uncertificated learning.  

Converting ‘experience into evidence of meeting learning outcomes’ for 
example, will be a challenge for providers and awarding bodies. While 
attendance at training events may be included in a skills passport, it does 

not per se count as evidence of achievement of a learning outcome. 
Evidence of experiential learning could be used to demonstrate 

achievement, providing assessment requirements for a unit allow, and the 

provider has a process in place for identifying and recognising that 
experiential learning. Such achievements will not necessarily neatly reflect 

the requirements of a given qualification or unit(s); assessment strategies 

and units will be needed which recognise the range of relevant individual 

prior achievement and credit awarded appropriately. (See Section 4.1)   
 
3.8 Key quotes from sector body case studies 

 
Construction Skills:  

 

[On recognising prior learning] – ‘we recognise Health and Safety across 42 
recognised occupations. This already fits in the way construction skills 

develops materials e.g. current assessment strategies’  

 

[On Exemption]: ‘currently left to the discretion of industry professional 
bodies and card schemes.’  

 

‘Some provision of APL and exemption exists within construction through on 
site assessment and training (OSAT) already and through skills profiles. 

Also use of ‘generic’ units in qualifications e.g. ‘health and safety’ and the 
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methodology of NOS development at craft and operators level already fits in 

with much of what is being suggested [in the seminar]... exemptions are 

left to industry/professional bodies etc to agree.’  
 

TDA:  
 
‘As a member of the Children’s Workforce Network, we have an interest in 

the development of an integrated qualifications framework for the whole 
children’s workforce. Any developments that support greater flexibility and 

transferability will be helpful to the IQF’. 

 
SKILLSET:  

 

‘Demand from freelancers for recognition of their many years’ experience in 

workplace – not in formal learning… [and from] props, hair and make up… 
involving peer review, discussing evidence of work… film credits…  

There is the issue of grandfather rights – how these are defined and 

recognised etc… demand from employers in TV to mutually recognise each 
others health and safety training as all of them train all freelancers and 

employees each time they do work for them… this is very costly. Plan to 

formalise this in terms of a register of people who have undergone training 

– next step could be to look at unit(s) and recognition of achievement.’  
 

Skills for Justice:  

 
‘For the statutory/publicly funded organisations in our sector…most do not 

qualify for LSC funding and need qualifications at level 3 and above… 
therefore not putting workers though full training they do not need would 
make the training budget go further… for voluntary organisations in the 

sector… they may have smaller training budgets – and making these go 
further is a big priority… not spending less but training more. Also lots of 

training is in house (some certificated exemption would be very attractive.) 

Targets in their contracts can make it very difficult to release people from 
work so qualification achievement with less time out would be a bonus.’  

 

Creative and cultural skills:  

 
‘The main issue in our sector is recognising the years of experience that 
people may have in a very specific area (e.g.  Rigging) … APL and 

Exemption are great in theory but are reliant on the recognition by the 
sector of accredited qualifications/units within the sector in question.’  

 

Skillsmart Retail:   
 

For instance, APL and Exemption could be used in these contexts:  

 

• Mapping of in-house training to units and allocation of credit for 
units/ qualifications 

 

• Viva scheme for higher level qualifications particularly for those who 
have been in post/sector many years 
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• Recognition across the sector other companies training (mutual 

recognition)  

 
• Most large businesses in retail (and some small) will only work with 

qualifications if it accredits what they already do.  
 
LLUK:  

 
‘ (In the case of the LLUK developments): APL and exemption can be used 

for taking credit up into other/ larger qualifications or exemption because of 

existing teaching qualifications/experience. LLUK has been asked to develop 
a unit to teach someone how to APL as this is such an important part of the 

framework. SVUK (Standards Verification UK) will do an exercise that 

produces a tariff for legacy qualifications, which will help identify any other 

training needs of those wishing to be recognised professionals within the 
new framework.  

Does there need to be an extra mechanism within the QCF or does 

APL/Exemption sit at ground level or within the units themselves?’ 
 

Marketing and Sales SSB: 

 

‘Marketing and Sales standards tools have been developed to help 
employers and employees identify their level of experience/skills and 

benchmark against their position within the organisation, and this can then 

be used to identify training needs etc… there is a demand to recognise prior 
learning and development when benchmarking across the organisations.’   

 
LANTRA:  
 

‘[Evidence of demand for APL…] ‘Through our on line competence 
framework where NOS form the basis and qualifications/employer training is 

starting to be mapped to the standards… and… mapping of in-house 

employer training to NOS and allocating credit to these’ 
 

COGENT:  

 

‘APL and exemption have implications for the way our NOS are developed – 
this is very interesting! … for example, ECITB’s ACE scheme – is well 
recognised for recognising prior learning and uses ‘fast tracking’ 

assessment… and this could be easier in the QCF.  
We could look at exemption for company training schemes… 

 

We are already looking at developing nuclear site induction certificate to 
standardise and accredit training done to operate on nuclear sites. We are 

looking at this within the context of an industry passport scheme. 

 

We are offering a TNA service as part of the QCF tests and trials. We could 
offer APL advice as one aspect of this.’  
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Maritime Skills Alliance:  

 

‘Changing regulatory requirements are stimulating a need for recognition of 
prior learning – i.e. APL … means there is a need to convert experience into 

evidence of meeting learning outcomes. 
 
A number of short courses delivered to required standard could provide 

exemptions and equivalent units in the QCF.  
 

Assessment strategies and instruments are needed to assist with the 

difficulty of assessing skills levels in certain work based occupations’  
 

CWDC SfCD:  

 

‘APL and exemption takes place in EYPS. Also in SoR for Sector endorsed 
Foundation Degrees and in social care part of footprint  - it is a requirement 

for approval by the regulatory body GSCC in relation to the Social Work 

Diploma and also at PQ level for the PQ framework… and it is clearly stated 
within our aspirations within IQF with partners in CWN. We have not got 

detail of our SSA yet but we are clear that there is a need within the sector 

– issues [of capacity] for small voluntary organisations and community and 

faith sector though.’    
 

Accountancy Occupational Standards Group: 

 
‘[APL and Exemption] …are not formally within the strategy but there are 

certainly relationships/agreements between HE, employers and professional 
bodies.  [Evidence of demand is to be found] principally in respect of 
pathway switches between FHE and professional certification programmes. 

Scope for exemption in relation to professional qualifications…  
[On testing trialling the scope for recognising prior learning in the QCF] It 

would be hard to defend a rejection of these propositions…There remains 

though big issue around cost, manageability consistency and fairness.’   
 

Financial Services Skills: 

 

‘I have no idea how it would work in practice! If non-qualification related 
learning, job experience could be recognised, that would be helpful. 
Companies training could be externally recognised; assigned credit for its 

own sake, not necessarily towards a qualification. Benefits would be that 
employees could count it towards further study if they wanted; also 

employers would be reassured that another company’s training had been 

quality assured. This would help [reduce] the amount of duplicate training – 
i.e. new employee gets trained again to ensure they have covered 

something even if they did the same thing at the last company.’    

 

Improve:  
Exemption could be used for food safety – it is a sector specific unit based 

qualification… also APL to credit knowledge from VRQs to NVQs    
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Seafish Industry Authority:   

 

‘If existing fishermen could be accredited with contributing to skippers and 
engineers tickets (marine vessel operations NVQ levels 3 and 4) they would 

be encouraged to enrol and participate. My own experience in working with 
the industry would suggest APL would increase uptake of courses. The 
problem would quality of assessment.’  
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4. Policy imperatives, APL and Exemption in 

the QCF  
 

In Section 3 we looked at potential employer demand for APL and 

Exemption within the QCF and analysed some of the issues and questions 

identified from sector body case studies.  
 

In this section we examine the potential for APL and Exemption to assist in 

meeting aspirations in three different but interrelated contexts: 
 

• The achievement of ‘full level 2’ qualifications as currently drafted 
for QCA 

• Progression pathways within the Foundation Learning Tier  

•  An ‘inclusive entry 1’ achievement and progression 

 

4.1 The achievement of ‘full level 2’ qualifications as currently 

drafted for QCA16  and opportunities for APL and Exemption 

 

There is a general expectation in the preamble to the Full level 2 (L2) 
design principles that ‘initial assessment… and training…processes should 
ensure that learners’ previous learning experiences and accredited skills are 

taken account of.’  The commentary accompanying the design principles 
alludes to the importance of ‘initial assessment’ in determining that learners 

have the prerequisites for full L2 and though there is no explicit reference to 

recognising prior learning and achievement, there is much scope to do so.     

For example:   

 Sector bodies are positioned to determine the rules of combination for full 

level 2 qualifications (Principle 1). There is scope to include units which are 
written and specified to take account of prior learning at work. (See 
Section 3.5 APL, Exemption and the future QCF above.) These might 

include vocationally specific units which recognise skills or knowledge 
requirements specified in relevant NOS, vocationally generic units which 

might be included in more than one qualification, or functional/basic skills 
units which recognise embedded (prior) acquisition of reading, writing and 

functional literacy/numeracy at work. 

 
This does not necessarily mean designing units specifically for APL but 

ensuring that they at least accommodate APL. In the context of ‘full level 2’ 
(and 3) entitlements, units and assessment requirements developed for the 
QCF test and trials should be examined to gauge how ‘APL friendly’ they 

are. 
 

   
 

                                       
16 Sharples R., Clough L. Developing Design Principles for ‘Full’ level 2 Qualifications. (DRAFT) QCA 

2007. (Unpublished) 
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Sector bodies could identify achievements from in-company training, 

professional or trade body certificates within RoC for QCF qualifications and 

exempt learners from having to achieve specified units within their full L2 
qualification. This could act as a motivator for individuals and employers – 

saving money and time and perhaps acting as an incentive to achieve (or 
support the achievement of) other units/qualifications to reach full L2.     
 

Principle 4 (60% of achievement must be at level 2) means that 40% of 
achievement does not. This flexibility could be used to encourage the use of 

APL and Exemption to recognise prior achievement below, at and above L2, 

and encourage the development of RoC which reflect a realistic appraisal of 
what constitutes ‘a platform of skills for sustainable employment and labour 

mobility’ in a sector or sectors. Units could be included within RoC which 

recognise occupationally specific skills at different levels, widening the 

scope for recognising prior learning and achievement.  
 

Sector bodies could (given the demand examined in Section 3 above) 

identify contexts where they would expect the development and acquisition 
of basic functional and personal skills (Principle 7) and ensure that units and 

assessment requirements do not militate against recognising their prior 

achievement. 

 
While (Principle 8) national tests in literacy, numeracy and key skills may be 

used to fast track assessment of prior learning, ‘embedded’ basic/functional 

skills could be explicitly recognised through units which permit other means 
of assessment, where such skills have been acquired through paid or 

voluntary work and evidence can be produced which meets unit assessment 
requirements.   
 

There is a subtext to the full L2 Design Principles which surfaces periodically 
through the document – the essential need for high quality Initial 

Assessment. A parallel Credit Works study for LSC, into Initial Assessment 

and Ongoing Review of Progress will confirm this. The Final evaluation of 
the ETP pilots17  (the precursor to Train to Gain) makes a striking 

observation of the efficacy of initial assessment.  

 

‘Checking employee eligibility and conducting learner training needs 
assessments — providers also claim to undertake individual training-needs 
assessments, although survey evidence from learners suggests that only 

half had received some form of skills assessment. Only one in six learners 
had followed the ‘assess train assess’ model and had an initial skills 

assessment, their existing skills accredited and skill gaps and therefore 

training needs identified. The ALI concluded that ‘initial assessment was 
weak’ in places and that the ‘assess train assess’ model was not ‘thoroughly 

implemented by most providers’.’ 

 

Initial Assessment presents a vitally important opportunity to identify prior 
learning. So while the draft design principles for full L2 are much more 

conducive to APL and Exemption than those in force in 2005, prior learning 

                                       
17Jim Hillage, George Loukas, Becci Newton, Penny Tamkin Employer Training Pilots Final Evaluation 
Report. Institute For Employment Studies 2005 
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is likely to go unidentified and unrecognised unless the ‘assess train assess’ 

model is properly adopted from the outset of the learner’s journey.  If only 

1 in 6 learners had a chance through ETPs to have their prior learning 
identified (never mind recognised), surely there were public costs as well as 

personal opportunities lost? 
 
4.2 Progression Pathways within the Foundation Learning Tier  

 
‘One of the key areas of the FLT programme of work is the identification and 

development of appropriate progression pathways from Entry and level 1 to 

level 2. These progression pathways will be supported by units and 
accredited qualifications in the Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF). 

The QCF will provide flexible routes to gaining full qualifications, and will 

enable qualifications to be achieved in small steps.’ 

 
Work on the development of Progression Pathways for the FLT is in 

development at the time of writing. We had hoped to be able to illustrate 

how APL and Exemption could work to support identification of prior 
learning in initial stages of the learning journey through the FLT. A ‘first 

steps’  model for recognising prior learning in the FLT was described in 

some detail in the Credit Works 2006 report 1 and we hope it will have 

application for FLT progression pathways in due course.  
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However progression pathways are eventually defined, this model 

integrates the recognition of prior learning into the FLT curriculum, where 
the benefits of working with others to reflect on, value and describe prior 

learning is seen as an integral part of a structured learning programme. 

Evidence of achievement is then identified which meets learning outcomes 
within a unit and importantly, identifies further learning needs. The provider 

needs to be organised to support the learner through a reflective learning 

process from the outset of the learning journey, needs access to 
appropriate units in the QCF to recognise achievement and understand how 

such achievement of such units contribute to progression whether lateral or 

vertical, along a validated progression pathway. The importance of Initial 

Assessment and Ongoing Review (IAOR) cannot be overstated here; and 
Credit Works’ parallel study, due for publication at about the same time as 

this report, will examine this in detail.  

 
4.3 An ‘inclusive entry 1’ achievement and progression: some initial 

thoughts on recognising prior learning 
 
One development since publication of the Credit Works 2006 report 1 

has been the production by QCA of draft units at ‘inclusive entry 1’ designed 
to include recognition of achievements at pre-entry level within entry 1 of 
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the QCF. These units have been drafted using an inclusive redefinition of 

entry 1 as specified and described in the ‘Guidance for using unit level 

descriptors within the Qualifications and Credit Framework tests and trials 
Version 1’.  

 
The ‘Person-Centred Approach And Adults With Learning Difficulties’18, 
focuses on, 

 
‘…involving learners in planning and directing their own learning…  

 

And suggests,  
 

‘…these approaches would be valuable in any setting’    

 

This is a comprehensive guide for practitioners and should make a valuable 
contribution to understanding the place of entry 1 achievements in 

progression pathways for the FLT.  

 
One draft entry 1 unit, ‘getting involved in own learning’ recognises the 

development of learner autonomy and control over their own learning. The 

unit seeks to recognise the learner’s ability to identify their own strengths 

and weaknesses, expression of preferences and involvement in making 
choices about learning, and knowing how and where to get help with their 

learning. The degree to which a learner is able to achieve the learning 

outcome is illustrated alongside each assessment criterion, as the following 
example shows:    

 
5. Be involved in producing and reviewing a 
person-centred learning plan 
 

5.1 Contribute to setting and monitoring 
targets for their own learning 
The degree to which the learner can contribute  
might range from 

• Supported participation 

• Active involvement 

• Development 

• Exploration 

• Initiation 

• Consolidation 

• Application 

 
The person-centred approach makes an explicit commitment to fostering 

and developing such autonomy as a central curriculum purpose.  

 
Assessment (in all its forms in the person-centred approach) is in itself a 

reflective process; and is based on a dialogue between staff and learners 

and also between learners and other learners. It should be ‘something we 

do together’ not ‘something I do to you’. Scope for recognition of prior 
learning features in all stages of assessment in person-centred learning. 

Recognition of prior learning at home, in other institutions and formal 

learning settings can help to build learner autonomy and confidence. 
Recognition of such prior learning through inclusive entry 1 units in the QCF 

would help to avoid repeated learning and support personal progression. 

                                       
18 DFES, Person-centred approaches and adults with learning difficulties. DFES 2006 
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One interviewee observed that there was as much repeated learning and 

lack of mutual recognition across institutions of non NQF accreditation. For 

learners with learning difficulties,  as with other learners, systematic 
recognition of prior achievement could help significantly to avoid such 

repetition, consolidate understanding and ownership of what a learner has 
achieved and concentrate effort on developing new skills,  
 

‘In a good person-centred learning plan… if a learner has gaps in his or her 
home management skills, a family member may work with staff in the local 

college to incorporate the missing skills into a formally structured 

curriculum.’  
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5. Principles and conditions for successful use 

of APL and Exemption in the QCF  
 
Though almost all interviewees and survey respondents saw APL and 

Exemption as desirable in theory, many respondents were able to identify 

obstacles to its successful use. These ranged from views that more 
information and understanding was needed to promote confidence in and 

use of APL and Exemption in the QCF, to concerns that funding mechanisms 

in EWNI might militate against its use (even where the state might wish to 
support it), to questions about reliability and consistency in assessment of 

prior learning, compared with other methodologies.  
 

We already know from this study that a large majority of sector bodies were 

able to identify demand for APL and Exemption and thought APL and 
Exemption should be addressed in further tests and trials of the QCF.  We 

know that the specification for the QCF is sufficiently permissive for APL and 

Exemption to operate successfully (see below). However the QCF 

specification is not designed to answer all the questions that have arisen in 
our research.  

 

We concluded that the scope for APL and Exemption in the QCF could be 
tested if some working principles were devised to set the terms and 

parameters for stakeholders, and secondly, if we were able to identify and 

describe other additional conditions that needed to be met for tests and 
trials of APL and Exemption to be successful. 

 

In this section, we have drafted a set of principles for the operation of APL 

and Exemption in the QCF which are designed to summarise and address 
the range of questions that have arisen through this and our previous 

study, and provide a basis for testing and trialling requirements for APL and 

Exemption in the QCF. These principles should themselves be put to the test 
in QCF tests and trials.    

  
Secondly, we describe and address additional conditions for the successful 
operation of APL and Exemption and suggest that though these conditions 

are not principles which would underpin the credibility and quality of APL 
and Exemption in the QCF, they are necessary conditions for success. Some 

of these conditions are more critical than others and are signalled as such.  

 
 

5.1 A set of mutually agreed draft Principles for APL and Exemption 

practice  

 
In this and in our previous study, sector and awarding bodies suggested 

that working within a set of principles or boundaries would help to define 

the parameters for APL and Exemption in the QCF and aid consistency and 
robustness in their use.  

 

The QCF specification as it stands is sufficiently permissive to  

accommodate all the demands for APL and Exemption identified by sector 
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bodies in this study but is not designed to address detailed questions of 

principle  and practice.   

 
A demand remains for a set of transparent principles within which sector 

and awarding bodies and providers can work. In interviews, there was no 
appetite for close regulation of APL and Exemption – awarding bodies said 
that they were already accountable to the regulator for their assessment 

and quality assurance systems and practice, and their view was that APL 
was, after all, just another means of assessing and recognising 

achievement. Systems in place and in development for self-assessment, 

monitoring and review of operations in the QCF would be sufficient.  
 

The draft principles for APL and Exemption were for the most part, shaped 

by evidence from practitioners, learning providers, sector bodies policy 

advisers and regulators, gathered and analysed for both ‘APL’ reports for 
LSC  in 2006 and 2007. APL guidelines for HEIs across the UK and those for 

recognising informal learning in the SCQF also helped in different ways to 

inform our thinking.19 
 

Following each draft principle (in bold) we have set out some implications 

for stakeholders with an interest in the operation of APL and Exemption in 

the QCF. 
 

Note that these principles are offered for discussion only and are not 

offered as part of any formal consultation.   

 
Policies and procedures 

 

1. The decision-making processes for APL and Exemption at all levels 
should be transparent and demonstrably rigorous and fair. In 
agreeing terms for APL and Exemption, sector and awarding 
organisations will need to be assured that the evidence of 
achievement derived from experience and/or prior certification 
matches the requirements of a given unit or units in the QCF.  
 
Rules of combination for qualifications in the future will be set by awarding   

organisations and (no doubt) sector bodies. Terms for APL and Exemption 

will need to be agreed between these stakeholders and communicated to 
learning providers, together with clear operational advice, guidance on what 

constitutes admissible evidence (including currency) and any particular 

requirements for assessment and verification/moderation.  

‘Awarding organisations’ may in the future include FE and WBL providers, 
employers, HEIs and others approved to design units and award credit in 
the QCF. The current demarcation of roles between such organisations may 

change in years to come and some of the obligations set out below may 
apply to one, rather than two or three organisations, as is currently the 

                                       
19  Whittaker R., Guidelines for the Recognition of Prior Informal Learning (RPL). Scottish Credit and 
Qualifications Framework 2005 
QAA, Guidelines On The Accreditation Of Prior Learning.  QAA September 2004  

Professor Bob Johnson, Models of AP(E)L and Quality Assurance. SEEC 2002 
EWNI Credit Bodies, Credit and HE Qualifications: Credit Guidelines for HE Qualifications in England, 
Wales and Northern Ireland. EWNI Credit Bodies 2001 
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case. This possibility already in the CQFW where ‘awarding organisations’ 

are referred to as ‘recognised bodies’, which may submit units and 

qualifications and/or award credit within the CQFW. 
 

‘Learning providers’ means any current or future potential learning provider 
able to offer learners access to recognition of achievement through units 
and qualifications in the QCF.  

 
2. Where limits are imposed on the proportion of learning that can 

be recognised through APL and/or Exemption in the QCF, these 

limits should be explicitly stated. Any implications for progression, 
for example the relationship between credits awarded and 

qualifications and the classification or grading of such qualifications 

should be clear and transparent. 

 
Stakeholders will need to explain the rationale for imposing limits, if any, on 

the volume of learning that can be achieved through APL and/or Exemption.  

The relationship between units achieved and progression in the QCF will be 
crucial to learners and important for marketing APL and Exemption to 

employers. For example, some interviewees suggested that recognition of 

some prior certificated achievement could be offered as an incentive to 

employers to fund and employees to complete a full qualification.  
 

Equally any unwarranted limitations on the use of APL and Exemption might 

deter employers. There was some uneasiness among the range of 
stakeholders interviewed for the study about ‘over use’  of APL and 

Exemption, that a learner should pursue in part at least a traditional 
learning programme to complement any recognition of prior learning and or 
achievement. There was no discernable rationale for this position however.    

 
Stakeholders may also wish to consider whether it is possible or desirable to 

grade achievement from prior uncertificated learning. This may only be an 

issue for those awarding organisations considering use of APL and 
Exemption within (normally) graded qualifications. One awarding body 

interviewed currently awarded only pass grades for Exemptions. This is 

similar to much practice in APL in HE where achievements through APL are 

regarded as meeting ‘threshold’ requirements for a pass grade.   
 
Learners will need to be made aware of any limitations to progression, 

including limitations on the transferability of exempted achievements within 
the QCF, which might affect the range of qualifications or grades admissible 

to them, and which may apply if they pursue an APL or Exemption route to 

achievement of a unit or units in the QCF. For example as the QCF 
specification now stands, exempted achievements will not attract the award 

of credit, though we suggest this aspect of the QCF specification be 

examined and reviewed (see Recommendations below)   
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As exemptions will, by definition, already have been formally recognised 

through some form of certification outside the framework, no credits will be 

awarded where an exemption is granted.20 
 

This rule was perhaps devised to avoid dual or duplicate accreditation. 
However there will be implications for the transfer of credit for these 
achievements. For example, a learner achieves all units in their qualification 

through a structured programme and is awarded (transferable) credits. 
Another learner achieves the same qualification partly through Exemption.  

As the second learner would not be awarded credit for their exempted 

achievement, it seems that exempted achievements do not have 
transferable currency within the QCF. While there may be an arguable case 

for avoiding dual accreditation, there may also be an impact on a learner’s 

progression should part of their achievement be gained through Exemption.     

 
3. All achievements through APL and Exemption that have been 

accredited by an awarding organisation will be recorded in the 

Learner Achievement Record for the QCF.  
 

The QCF will record APL and Exemptions on the (national) Learner 

Achievement Record (LAR):   

  
‘In the future, exemptions will be recorded in a separate section of the 

LAR… 

  
…Within the LAR, there will be no recorded distinction between credits 

achieved through APEL and credits achieved through other forms of 
assessment.’21 
 

See also our comments on the status of exempted achievements in Principle 
2 above.  

 

Information  
 

4. Learning providers should provide clear and accessible 

information for staff, employers, learners and other stakeholders 

about policies, procedures and practices for the APL and Exemption. 

Learning providers will develop their own policies, procedures and practices 
for the APL and Exemption, reflecting their individual organisational 

structures and missions.  

The information that a learning provider makes available to staff, 
employers, learners and other stakeholders will typically include an 

explanation of what will, and will not, be recognised as admissible evidence 

of prior learning (i.e. learning achievements must meet the requirements of 
a unit or units in the QCF - experience alone is insufficient); an explanation 

                                       
20 QCA, CCEA, DELLS. (15.2) QCF Rules of Combination Guidance for developing rules of combination for 

the Qualifications and Credit Framework tests and trials Version 1. QCA 2006 
21 QCA CCEA DELLS. Guidance for developing rules of combination for the Qualifications and Credit 
Framework tests and trials. QCA 2006  
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of the process for claiming APL and/or Exemption, and the nature of support 

and advice available from the provider.  

Learners should have access to clear information and guidance on how 

claims for APL and Exemption should be presented and submitted, including 

the scope and nature of the evidence that will be required to support the 

claim, and any time limits applied to the currency of evidence supplied. The 
assessment procedures and methods, and how information on successful 

award of credit will be presented within the QCF Learner Achievement 
Record, will need to be clear and transparent to all staff, learners and other 
stakeholders.  

Stakeholders, in particular awarding organisations and sector bodies, will 

need to give careful consideration to any implications for learners when 
including APL and or Exemption arrangements within RoC for qualifications 

within the QCF.  Learning providers, IAG services and learners will need to 
be made aware of any limitations to progression, including limitations on 
the transferability of exempted achievements within the QCF, which might 

affect the range of qualifications or grades admissible to them, and which 

may apply if they pursue an APL or Exemption route to achievement of a 

unit or units in the QCF. 

Learning providers will also want to ensure that that have a clear 

understanding of the awarding organisation policy on opportunities for the 

re-submission of an unsuccessful claim for APL and or Exemption; the fees 
charged for the consideration of claims; and the circumstances, if any, in 

which an appeal against a decision on the APL or Exemption would be 

considered. The guidance from awarding organisations on procedures to be 
followed (and the learning provider’s internal arrangements for operating 

such procedures) will need to be clear and readily accessible. 

An awarding organisation may also want to consider whether a single policy 
and set of procedures should apply to all claims for APL and Exemption, or 

whether diversity in policy and practice is required (in addition) to permit 

subject/content occupation/profession-specific issues to be addressed. The 
nature and extent of any divergence in policy and practice will need to be 

made clear and transparent. 

5. The terminology, scope and boundaries used by all stakeholders 
in policies, procedures and practices for APL and Exemption should 

be explicitly and consistently defined in information and guidance 

materials. 

A clear and mutually agreed set of terms and definitions is required for APL 
and Exemption in the QCF. In this study we have used working definitions 

developed for the 2006 study1  and explained these in Section 1.7 above. 
We do not regard these as definitive but wanted to be consistent with our 

use of terms and definitions in both the 20061 and this study.  
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QAA and SCQF guidelines and other sources22 describe the variety of terms 

used in relation to recognising and accrediting prior learning. Within the 

context of the QCF specification, the current definition of ‘exemption’ 
appears clear and unambiguous. The term ‘APEL’ should probably be 

replaced with a more unambiguous term – as there may be instances where 
unrecognised prior learning is not strictly ‘experiential’ but still meets the 
requirements of units in the QCF; for example, learning achievements from 

formal learning programmes that have not previously lead to certification. 
However the main objective should be to keep the number of terms to the 

minimum, their definitions plain and accessible and their use consistently 

applied by all stakeholders. We would suggest that with some minor 
amendments, the terms used within the QCF specification should be 

sufficient.   

Providers should set out clearly and unambiguously definitions of the terms 
they have adopted in the documentation setting out their policies, 

procedures and approaches to the APL and Exemption. Clear descriptions of 

the scope and boundaries of the policies, procedures and practices adopted 

for the accreditation of prior learning are likely to assist a provider with 
their implementation.  

6. Information and guidance materials outlining the process (es) for 
the assessment of claims for APL and Exemption should be clear, 
accurate and easily accessible. 

Each of the stages in the processes for the assessment of claims for the APL 
or Exemption should be carefully identified. Clear and readily available 

documentation making explicit how each of these stages are managed, and 

the roles and responsibilities of staff, employers, learners and other 
stakeholders , at each of the stages, can assist the smooth implementation 

of the provider's policies and procedures.  

7. Awarding organisations and sector bodies should consider the 
range and form(s) of assessment appropriate to consider claims for 
APL and Exemption. 

Awarding organisations and sector bodies may wish to consider the range of 
assessment tools they will permit (and encourage) to be used in assessing 

claims for APL.  

Assessment tools often used in APL include a portfolio of evidence; a 
focused interview or viva; and completion of a piece of work and a reflective 
account/diary of the learning achieved, or completion of an assessment task 

(normally) used to demonstrate achievement of a unit or units in the QCF. 
The latter might be described as an ‘assessment only’ route, for example 

sitting a test or examination to demonstrate achievement of a unit or units 

in the QCF without first attending a formal learning programme. 

                                       
22 UCAS website on APL  
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There was significant support among sector bodies and providers for the 

idea of awarding body provision of assessment instruments designed 

specifically for APL, linked to specific units and/or qualifications which offer 
clear routes to APL for cohorts of learners and where there is sufficient and 

identified demand to warrant it.  

At least one awarding body thought there may be,  

‘scope for APL and Exemption within phase 2 of the current QCF tests and 

trials and we are willing to explore the opportunities… and we are interested 

in how APL and Exemption could be made more attractive to learners and 
providers – while maintaining standards…’  

All awarding bodies interviewed said they had ‘APL policies in place’ but 
these were usually in the form of generalised advice and as we know from 

our previous study, such policies do not actively encourage learners and 

providers to take up APL, though they do provide in theory a ‘catch-all’ 

policy to enable individual claims for APL. On the other hand, awarding 
bodies were clear that unless there was demonstrable and sufficient 

demand, the costs of designing and operating customised assessment 

instruments for APL would outweigh the business benefits to the awarding 
body. 

 

We have already cited one working example of customised and successful 

APL in this study, OSAT (on-site assessment and training in the construction 
skills sector). The process followed for experienced workers to achievement 

through APL is clear and straightforward. (See Section 3.5.4) 

 
In survey, a few sector bodies said they had similar arrangements in place 

and others were keen to find out more about approaches and practice to 
help meet demand for APL in their sectors.  

 The ‘portfolio’  used extensively in APL in HE, has limitations especially 

where (as we found) providers were uncertain whether evidence presented 

was admissible or not, or where employers  demanded evidence of 
observed practice as the only means of assessing the skills which were 

needed to demonstrate competence.  

However where portfolio evidence is admissible, guidance on portfolio 
preparation can helpfully address such factors as the nature and volume of 

the evidence to be included, requirements as to its currency and any 

necessity for independent verification of evidence. Improved clarity in 
portfolio requirements and the inclusion of such information in ‘assessment 

requirements’ for a given unit (specified in additional information for the 

unit) would undoubtedly encourage providers to explore APL as an option.   

Awarding organisations and learning providers may also wish to include 

guidance on the language in which evidence should be presented, together 

with guidance on any translation requirements and responsibilities.  
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Exemption rules and arrangements will be set within RoC and guidance for 

providers and learners on verifying evidence of appropriate certificated 

achievement supplied by the awarding body, where appropriate.  

In this study, awarding and sector bodies described current Exemption 

arrangements already in place in the NQF and clearly expected to transfer 

these arrangements to qualifications in the QCF in due course. There were 
few current examples of Exemption put forward but much interest in 

developing new opportunities for Exemption in the QCF among most sector 
bodies surveyed.  

8. The criteria to be used in judging a claim for APL and or 

Exemption should be made explicit to applicants, tutors, teachers 

and learning support workers , and assessors and examiners. 

The assessment and accreditation of prior uncertificated learning should, in 

general, be governed by the same internal and external quality assurance 

procedures as the assessment of learning through more traditional routes. 
Within the QCF this means production and assessment of verifiable evidence 

gained through prior learning which matches the requirements of a unit or 

units in the Framework.    

Whether (non QCF) prior certificated achievement exempts a learner from 
having to achieve a unit or units in the QCF by other means is determined 

by the rules of combination of a qualification, devised by awarding 
organisations and sector bodies. Providers will be informed and guided by 

these rules of combination and instructions and advice on admissible 

evidence of certificated achievement from the awarding organisation/sector 
body.  

In common with good practice in assessment generally, processes and 

procedures for APL and Exemption should demonstrate objectivity, be clear 
and consistently applied.  

9. Applicants should be fully informed of the nature and range of 

evidence considered appropriate to support a claim for APL. 

Evidence of prior uncertificated learning may require that a variety of 
instruments be used to meet the assessment and evidence requirements of 

units in the QCF (e.g. portfolios, interviews, artefacts, projects etc). In 
determining the nature and range of evidence appropriate to support a 
claim for the accreditation of prior learning, providers may wish to consider 

the following criteria: 

Acceptability - is there an appropriate match between the evidence 
presented and the assessment criteria? Is the evidence valid and reliable?  

Sufficiency - is there sufficient evidence to demonstrate fully the 

achievement of all learning outcomes in the unit claimed?  
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Authenticity - is the evidence clearly a result of the applicants' own efforts 

and achievements?  

Currency - does the evidence relate to current learning? Where sector 

bodies / awarding organisations and/or professional, statutory or regulatory 

bodies have specific requirements and/or time limits for the currency of 

evidence, certification, or demonstration of learning, these should be made 
clear and transparent.  

10. The assessment of achievement derived from APL should be 

open to internal and external scrutiny and monitoring within a 
provider’s and an awarding organisation’s quality assurance 

procedures. 

The assessment of prior uncertificated achievement should, in general, be 

subject to the same institutional internal and external quality assurance 

procedures as assessment of learning and accreditation of achievement 

through more traditional routes. Assessment methods must be appropriate 
to the evidence provided, and the criteria by which the evidence will be 

assessed must relate clearly to the unit or unit assessment criteria and 

requirements.  

Roles and responsibilities 

11. The locus of authority and responsibilities for making and 

verifying decisions about APL should be clearly specified. 

Learning providers will want to consider whether arrangements for APL 
should be managed centrally or devolved. Similarly, providers will want to 

discuss with partner organisations where the locus of authority and 

responsibilities for making and verifying decisions about APL are located. 

12. All learning provider staff associated with the accreditation of 

prior learning should have their roles clearly and explicitly defined.  

The respective roles and responsibilities of individual assessors, external 

verifiers and moderators will need to be addressed and defined by awarding 

organisations. Learning providers (and/or awarding organisations) will need 
to ensure that all involved with the process are competent to undertake 

their roles, and have the time and resources to do so. 

Staff, including those of partner organisations need to be informed about 
the provider's approach to APL and the opportunities available to learners to 

seek such accreditation. Staff will need to be aware of the circumstances in 

which they might contribute to APL process (es).  

Learners will also need to be informed about their own responsibilities 

within the process (es), for example, their responsibilities towards the 
integrity of the process to assess their learning and any time limits within 

which they must submit their claim.  
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Learners should be informed, at the outset of the process, about any fees 

that are payable to a provider for the consideration of claims for APL and 

Exemption. The language in which claims and evidence should be 
presented, together with any responsibilities for translation should also be 

made clear.  

13. Appropriate arrangements should be developed for the training 
and support of all staff associated with the support, guidance and 

assessment of claims for APL and Exemption. 

Learning providers should ensure that all staff, including those of partner 
organisations, involved in the process (es) of APL are adequately informed, 

appropriately trained and supported to undertake their role(s).  

The roles of those who advise and support learners with the preparation of 

evidence to support their claim, and the role of assessing claims, should be 

clearly delineated. 

Support  

14. Clear guidance should be given to learners about when a claim 

for the accreditation of prior learning may be submitted, the 

timescale for considering the claim and the outcome.  

When developing and refining its policies for the accreditation of prior 

learning, a provider may find it advisable to consider claims: 

• within a designated time from the start of the programme (in order to 
provide a learner with an opportunity to consider, once they have 

started their programme, the relevance of their prior learning)   

• from learners at any time during the programme (in order, for 
example, to allow part-time learners the opportunity to demonstrate 

learning from any employment or other activity being undertaken in 

parallel to their formal programme).  

• at any time within reason, where the learner seeks APL through an 
assessment-only route 

In determining its approach to the timing of the submission of claims, a 
provider may wish to consider its mission and commitments in relation to 

the Foundation Learning Tier and the level 2/3 entitlements, and how these 

may be best served by its approach to the APL and Exemption.   

Sector bodies and awarding organisations may wish to consider whether 

unit design should explicitly facilitate recognition of achievement through 

APL, by for example explicitly referencing opportunities for APL in unit aims, 

and specifying assessment methodologies conducive to assessing prior 
uncertificated learning in the unit assessment requirements. Awarding and 
sector body information and guidance to providers, employers and potential 

learners could indicate opportunities for and routes to achievement through 
APL and Exemption.  
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15. Appropriate arrangements should be in place to support 

learners seeking recognition of achievement through APL and 

Exemption and to provide feedback on awarding organisation 
decisions. 

Learners seeking APL or Exemption should have access to the relevant unit 

or units in the QCF, information and guidance about the nature of the 
evidence required and information and advice about associated assessment 

requirements and/or verification procedures.   

Active support for learners making a claim for APL could be provided during 
the process in the form of a short course or module to prepare learners to 

reflect upon their experiences and describe and analyse their learning, or 

via tools to assist applicants to reflect upon their experiences and identify 
and evidence the learning gained from those experiences. 

Reflective learning can be a difficult concept, but is fundamental to APL 

processes. Support for learners preparing to evidence their learning should 
be connected to a provider’s approach to Initial Assessment and Ongoing 

Review of Progress (IAOR), personal development planning or other 

initiatives which promote reflective learning. 

Learners should also be supported by effective, timely and appropriate 
feedback and providers may wish to consider when and how feedback is 

provided through IAOR and how such feedback promotes future learning 
and progression. 

Monitoring and review 

16. Arrangements for the regular monitoring and review of policies 

and procedures for APL should be clearly established by learning 
providers, awarding organisations and sector bodies. These 

arrangements should be set within established frameworks for 
quality assurance, management and enhancement. 

Regular review of policies and practices will assist all stakeholders in 

assuring themselves, learners, partner organisations and other stakeholders 

of the quality of approaches towards APL and Exemption and the 
maintenance of quality standards in assessment and verification.  

Awarding organisations (and associated providers) may wish to consider in 

particular how APL assessment decisions are shared in ways that promote 
consistency and equity across cohorts of learners and across institutions.  

The opportunities for collecting, considering and acting upon feedback from 

learners who have made a claim for APL, and mechanisms for tracking and 
monitoring the progress and performance of learners who have made a 
successful claim for APL, (including in relation to other learners within a 

cohort who have not made similar claims for accreditation), should also be 
considered. 
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5.2 Additional conditions for the successful operation of APL and 

Exemption  

 
As well as asking for a set of working principles for APL and Exemption for 

the QCF interviewees identified a number of additional conditions that would 
either be necessary or would assist successful operation. Some of these 
conditions would need to be fulfilled for providers and other stakeholders to 

be able to work within the principles offered above. For example, sector and 
awarding bodies and providers called for systematic sharing of APL and 

Exemption practice to generate guidance, tools, models and examples. 

Other additional conditions are concerned with creating a public funding 
environment conducive to APL and Exemption – not a principle as such, but 

nevertheless centrally important to providers. Some conditions are more 

critical than others and are signalled as such.  

 
Additional conditions describe the need for:     

 

5.2.1 Funding systems in EWNI which do not militate against the 
use of APL and Exemption in comparison with other routes to 

achievement.  

 

We have not taken for granted that costs associated with APL and 
Exemption would always be met by public funding. APL and Exemption 

could prove to be more attractive to employers and individuals by saving 

them time and money. See Sections 3.5.3, 3.6.1.  Such an incentive could 
be used by the state as a bargaining tool in negotiating employer 

investment in (newly defined) full level 2/3 qualifications. However where 
public funding is used, APL and Exemption should be funded equitably 
alongside traditional routes to recognition of achievement.   

We interviewed funding and planning representatives from funding and 
planning authorities in England Wales and Northern Ireland for this study.  

We also examined: 

 
• Delivering World Class Skills in  Demand-led System23, (LSC 

consultation document)   

 

• Success Through Skills - The Skills Strategy for Northern Ireland: A 
Programme for Implementation (DELNI) 

 

• The National Planning Framework and Funding System (Wales 
Assembly Government)  

 

We also found the unpublished review24 of ‘Planning and Funding 
Arrangements across England, Wales and Northern Ireland’ an invaluable 

and accessible guide to both current systems and a useful perspective on 

the future. The conclusion we reached was a simple one; there is nothing in 

                                       
23 LSC Delivering World Class Skills in Demand-led System. LSC 2006 
DELNI. Success Through Skills - The Skills Strategy for Northern Ireland: A Programme for 
Implementation. DELNI 2006 
The National Planning Framework and Funding System (Wales Assembly Government 

 
24 Mick Fletcher, A Review of Planning and Funding Arrangements across England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland LSC 2007(unpublished) 
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the current or suggested future systems for funding post compulsory 

education in EWNI that militate against (wider) use of APL and Exemption 

as discussed in this study. Each funding system had common fundamental 
features:  

 
‘…all existing funding systems involve arrangements to limit the eligibility of 
individuals and qualifications for funding; for describing and promoting 

priorities, for setting prices or rates and determining the allocation of 
resources to individual providers’ 24  

 

The ways each of the funding authorities use these levers according to 
national priorities varies, as does how each defines and (continues to 

adjust) its role in funding, planning and delivery; variation between the 

three systems is more a feature of application than design.  

 
One interviewee for this study suggested,  

 

‘ It might be desirable to allow/encourage APL and Exemption if DELLS, 
DELNI or LSC considered it would assist in reaching targets and or 

improving the performance of the institution.’ 

 

Other ways interviewees suggested using the levers of funding and success 
measures included:  

 

• Evidence that providers are offering APL and Exemption would help to 
demonstrate that IAOR is working effectively (avoiding repetition for 

the learner). A provider could still be spending their allocation 
effectively and claim they are doing so properly, demonstrating the 
effectiveness of their provision.  

 
• It was conceded this would be easier for providers to manage and 

organise logistically in a work-based context such an Apprenticeship 

programme and more difficult in college-based FE. ‘…if two or three 
people in a cohort get recognition of achievement for components of 

their Diploma through APL or Exemption, a school or college would 

save nothing in costs. Until the curriculum is organised and delivered 

differently – until a ‘market place’ for learning is created.’ 
 

• ‘It should be possible to test costs of running APL and Exemption 

through the QCF tests and trials – that would be helpful’   
 

• Testing and trialling could help to identify any perverse funding 

incentives (positive or negative). ‘What’s to stop a provider using APL 
to boost their outputs to hide poor performance in conventional 

programme delivery?  …should we fund APL if it is just a process for 

Recognition of Achievement and not a learning experience?... the 

whole process would need to be tightly managed.’    
 

Interviewees from funding and planning authorities recognised that the 

required conditions for successful use of APL and Exemption were not in 
place yet,  
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VQ reform is the key to this -  credit is not in place yet – we have a remit to 

develop the National Funding and Planning system (for Wales) and a 

commitment to using credit once its there… with the QCF. in the meantime 
we are ‘credit equivalencing’ for funding purposes using the CQFW… and out 

judgements re fairly well informed by this process.  
    
 

The Review of Planning and Funding Arrangements across England, Wales 
and Northern Ireland concluded that, 

  

‘to develop a framework based around credit for England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland which relates to the existing SCQF would not necessitate 

any significant change to be made to existing funding systems.’   

 

The report does suggest using the QCF tests and trials to assess the 
potential impact of the introduction of the QCF on planning and funding. We 

suggest that any QCF test and trial which includes APL and/or Exemption is 

connected to that investigation, to ascertain impact and potential 
consequences for providers, planning and funding systems and strategies.      

 

Questions to be addressed would include:  

 
• What is the real cost of APL and Exemption to providers learners and 

other stakeholders?  

 
• Are current or proposed funding systems capable of meeting those 

costs?  
 

• Do funding systems need to define or determine terms for funding 

routes to achievement through APL and Exemption? Or is this a 
matter for providers operating their business within agreed spending 

boundaries/priorities?   

 
The policy aspirations expressed in each of the funding authority documents 

examined would suggest that better use of improved APL and Exemption 

could help meet those aspirations (and targets). Each interviewee said that 

if APL and Exemption could help to meet policy aspirations then they were 
of course supportive. In Northern Ireland, there is a current concern that 
learners achieving below level 2 progressed slowly (if at all) to learning and 

qualifications at level 2.     
 

However there was a perception among providers (in England) and sector 

bodies (UK) that APL and Exemption do not conform to the conventional 
patterns of funded delivery and as such there is no real understanding of 

the implications of introducing APL and Exemption for funding and 

performance measurement. Absence of funding and planning obstacles was 

not enough in the opinion of sector and awarding bodies and providers; 
assuming improved practice in APL and Exemption is shown to deliver 

benefits, especially where it can be shown to incentivise employers and 

motivate learners, stakeholders said they needed proactive illustrative 
guidance from funding organisations on how APL and Exemption can be 

funded and managed.  
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5.2.2 Measurement of provider capacity to offer APL and Exemption 

as a success or performance indicator 

 
These questions are noted for future reference, given that there is some 

work to be done before provider performance in APL and Exemption could 
be fairly measured.  
 

• To what extent could the use of APL and Exemption contribute to 
improvements in institutional performance?  

 

• Could the capacity to offer APL and Exemption be an indicator of 
performance (‘value added’) or as an indication that the ‘institution is 

improving’?  

 

A number of potential contexts were discussed with interviewees:  
 

• Recognition of KS4 achievements from work experience  

 
• Outcomes from informal learning and work experience in E2E 

 

• Where there are interlocking qualifications – for example, from pre-

apprenticeship or FLT to apprenticeship programme sand 
qualifications.  

 

 
5.2.3 Providers with the capacity and organisation to recognise and 

deliver APL  
 
As one interviewee working on policy development said:  

 
‘ …in the end, providers are the ones that are going to have to do this. It 

will work if we can clear away some of the uncertainty, confusion and 

antipathy to APL processes. In HE (in my experience) students go through 
the APL process in a long roundabout way – we can’t have that in FE. We 

need clear routes to assessment and accreditation of prior learning and 

exemption.’  

 
The same interviewee pointed out that (unlike HE) a very wide range of 
providers would engage with the QCF. Would they all be able to manage the 

demands of APL and Exemption - as outlined in the draft principles in this 
report?  

 

A key question from the outset has been that any work to build provider 
capacity to use APL and Exemption should look ahead to the development of 

new practice.  

 

Our approach in conducting this study has been to identify the obstacles to 
successful operation of APL and Exemption in the QCF and say what has to 

be done to overcome them.  

 
We have also identified positive conditions for using APL and Exemption; 

evidence of demand from employers, a permissive QCF specification, the 
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need for a set of principles or parameters for all stakeholders to help build 

mutual trust and confidence in the system, and a willingness among most 

stakeholders to collaborate to share the best of current practice and work 
on the development of new approaches.  

 
Providers (and provider representatives) identified a number of practical 
issues, as well as opportunities, in interview. These included:  

  
• What will a provider have to go through to be able to assess prior 

learning? Will it be worth it? For example, will it be worth using APL 

instead of delivering a small QCF unit to 25 people?  
 

• There is not enough access to national and/or regional events for 

providers to explain and discuss the outcomes of research like this. 

 
• Learners are often ‘nowhere near ready’ to discuss APL and or 

Exemption at the start of their learning programme. So APL needs to 

be integrated into the curriculum and regarded as part of the learning 
process.  

  

‘… many Adult and FE providers offer short courses specifically 

designed to help adult learners to identify and recognise where 
learning has been acquired which they might be able to use for 

progression into other educational opportunities or employment.’25 

 
• One provider explained how ‘learners in Initial Assessment often 

failed to remember and list the qualifications they had’, never mind 
being able to identify any prior uncertificated learning. This they said 
came later, as part of the process of learning to own your own 

learning and value it. This was a skill in itself and (in the case of this 
provider) was recognised and rewarded with non-NQF credits as part 

of the learner’s programme.  

 
• The integration of reflective learning into the curriculum itself would 

be conducive to recognising prior learning and perhaps cost effective 

too, were it to be recognised as a legitimate component of a learner’s 

progression pathway for the FLT and/or journey to a full level 2 
qualification.  

 

• Across EWNI, the growing realisation that ongoing individual support 
is essential to personalised learning is expressed in every reform 

document and policy statement we examined. For APL to work in FE 

there is a need to identify those who could play an active role in 
supporting recognition of prior learning. Though this role may not yet 

be ascribed, to the Learning Coach26 for example, in 14-19 education 

in Wales, and the Subject Learning Coach in England27, the Credit 

Works detailed parallel analysis of Initial Assessment and Ongoing 
Review, shows how staff in such particular roles can facilitate APL.   

                                       
25 UCAS website on curriculum and qualifications (APL) 
26 National Assembly for Wales. Learning Pathways 14-19 
Guidance. 2004 
27 See the subject learning coach website 
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• There are logistical obstacles to APL and Exemption among FE 

providers. The linear nature of qualifications currently shapes and 
drives provision – and modular programmes and multiple points of 

entry are required for APL and Exemption to succeed, though the  
wider consequences of UK VQ reform is likely to increase demand for 
such changes in the way FE is organised.    

 
• Those qualifications that are predicated on examinations would not 

be conducive to other means of evidencing prior uncertificated 

learning. There were other qualifications that would lend themselves 
well to APL that providers could identify.  

 

• Employers will often only pay for the bits of learning they want their 

employees to pursue. E.g. ‘They will pay for the ‘‘change tyres and 
exhaust’ [unit] but not the rest.’ This can create tension between 

meeting employer demand and reaching targets (Train to Gain was 

cited). The potential for APL might be a useful bargaining tool with an 
employer, reluctant to pay for time off for learning not viewed as 

relevant to the job. APL could also help to bridge the gap between 

government aspirations and employer demand.  

 
• Proper skills analysis and use of APL and Exemption could reduce the 

costs of provision and help government to reach targets. APL and 

Exemption could be used proactively within relevant sectors and with 
priority learners, to help reach targets by increasing the range of 

ways people can incrementally achieve, and in doing so save time 
and reduce costs.  

 

• Awarding bodies were driven by purely business imperatives. What if 
there was not enough (APL) business volume for an awarding body to 

make a profit?  ‘We as providers may still wish to meet that demand 

and could so (ourselves) profitably. This would make awarding bodies 
obsolete.’   

  

• The QCF was viewed as a key opportunity for changing the way 

learning is recognised.  ‘We are keen to make sure the QCF is being 
used as it was intended – at its most flexible and responsive’. Is 
there a place for linking APL to generic units in the QCF which can be 

used to recognise commonly held competences – in functional/basic 
key skills for example? If QCA are looking at developing common 

units for 14-19 diplomas could this principle be extended to adult 

progression pathways in the FLT and Full level 2 qualifications? 
 

• Providers would need a new kind of relationship with awarding bodies 

on assessment – a lighter touch. ‘Many mature organisations are 

capable of conducting reliable and rigorous assessment – and they 
deserve lighter touch regulation and (some) awarding body 

monitoring systems are now very sophisticated – therefore providers 

should be recognised as being able to get on with the job.’ 
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• The view that a 14 year old learner is too young for APL should be 

challenged – APL should be universally available. 

 
• APL could be significantly attractive to adult learners – ‘buying what 

you need’  rather than ‘having to take the whole package to get at 
the learning you want’ 

 

• APL could be used as a marketing tool to increase the attractiveness 
of part-time provision.   

 

 5.2.4 A permissive QCF specification  
 

We found that the QCF specification was sufficiently permissive for APL and 

Exemption to function effectively in the QCF. We have identified one 

substantive issue; within the current specification for the QCF28, learners 
would not be awarded credit for their exempted achievement. This means 

that exempted achievements will not have transferable currency within the 

QCF and there may be consequences for learner progression as a result.    
We identified minor ambiguities in meaning of some terminology associated 

with APL and Exemption. These can be addressed within the tests and trials 

process in due course.  

 
5.2.5 Development of guidance, tools and methods for APL and 

Exemption 

 
While sector and awarding bodies and providers are clearly capable of meet 

ing the implicit requirements set out in Section 5.1 above, stakeholders 
were keen to see the development of guidance, tools and methods on using 
APL and Exemption within the QCF. Calls for such resources from 

interviewees for studies such as this are not unusual. However when we 
suggested that such resources be developed systematically through sharing 

the development of APL and Exemption practice in tests and trials of the 

QCF, there was almost universal support, especially from sector bodies. See 
Recommendations in Section 6. 

 

5.2.6 Understanding of how APL and Exemption lend them 

themselves to meeting the objectives of key policy drivers and 
initiatives  
 

Section 4 of this report illustrates how APL and Exemption could assist in 
delivering on some key policy initiatives and there is of course scope to 

illustrate and connect to other examples. The QCF tests and trials offer an 

opportunity to test out APL and Exemption in the contexts we have 
discussed and in others where the ‘assess, train assess’ model is 

encouraged, for example in Train to Gain.   

 

5.2.7 Identification of the incentives for employers and sector 
bodies to engage with APL and Exemption 

 

                                       
28  QCA, CCEA DELLS, Working specification for the Qualifications and Credit Framework tests and trials 
Version 1. QCA 2006 
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The results of the sector body survey and case studies show that there is 

potentially quite substantial demand for APL and Exemption among 

employers (Section 3) and that the issues explored in Section 3 need to 
be addressed if employers are to be positive about its potential.  

 
5.2.8 Awarding body cooperation  
 

Exemption: A question we were unable to answer directly in this study 
was, how willing would awarding bodies be to recognise and use Exemption 

arrangements, within rules of combination in the QCF, where these were 

identified by sector bodies and employers? More than one sector body 
questioned whether there was sufficient incentive for awarding bodies to 

consider accepting Exemption (without fees). One awarding body 

interviewed had a number of Exemption arrangements in place, (nationally 

and internationally) where vendor qualifications dominated the market, 
and/or where significant numbers of potential learners for the awarding 

body’s whole qualification were likely to have prior certificated achievement 

in one curriculum area. Exemption, in the awarding body view was 
demanded by the market - and in fairness offered to learners who would 

otherwise duplicate learning unnecessarily.  

 

Limitations on the proportion of APL and/or Exempted achievement that 
counts towards a qualification is also a tool for negotiating terms between 

learner and provider; and this raises an interesting question in relation to 

the cost/benefit to a learner of pursuing an APL route. If a ‘fast track’ route 
to (partial) achievement saves a learner time, do they also expect a 

reduction in fees accordingly? Or is the time saved in reaching a learning 
goal as valuable as the (duplicated) learning input lost?  
 

One interviewee suggested that, 
  

‘perhaps awarding bodies should be obliged to offer APL and Exemption as a 

QCF requirement’   
 

Customised assessment instruments for APL:  There are business 

incentives for awarding bodies to design assessment instruments specifically 

for APL, linked to units and/or qualifications which offer clear routes to APL 
for cohorts of learners and where there is sufficient identified demand to 
warrant it. Elsewhere in this report we have cited examples of customised 

assessment instruments for APL that work and sector bodies referred to 
other fast track APL routes in use in their own sectors. Awarding bodies 

interviewed suggested that they would be interested in exploring the 

possibility if there was a business case for customising assessment for a 
unit/units or qualification. i.e. sufficient numbers of learners and hard 

evidence of demand.   

 

5.2.9 Valuing current practice in APL  
 

We have referred elsewhere in the report to valuable and effective current 

practice in APL and Exemption and that development of APL and Exemption 
in the QCF should take account of and benefit from models, understanding 

and expertise where possible. For example,  APL and Exemption 
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arrangements operated by professional bodies (in and out of the NQF)  and 

recognised by their relevant sector bodies; fast track models of APL 

(comparable to the OSAT example cited) referenced by sector bodies in 
survey and interview.   

 
5.2.10 Understanding of the value and potential application of 
successful APL practice elsewhere in the EU  

 
“It is absolutely essential to develop high quality systems for the 

Accreditation of Prior and Experiential Learning (APEL), and to promote their 

application in a wide variety of contexts. Employers and admissions tutors 
in education and training institutions also need to be persuaded of the worth 

of this kind of certification. APEL systems evaluate and recognise 

individuals’ existing knowledge, skills and experience gained over long 

periods and in diverse contexts, including in non-formal and informal 
settings. The methods used can uncover skills and competencies that 

individuals themselves may not have realised they possess and can 

offer to employers. The very process requires the active participation of the 
candidate, which in itself raises individuals’ confidence and self-image.” 29 

 

As (renewed) interest in APL and Exemption in the QCF grows in EWNI, 

there is a need to be cognisant of APL approaches and practice in other 
countries of the EU30, including Scotland, and applicability for the 

development of practice in the EWNI.  

 
Interviewees with long experience of APL in other EU countries felt that at 

last, there may be an opportunity for countries of the UK to learn from the 
practice and experience beyond EWNI. We cite some examples in brief 
(gleaned from interviews) which we hope will rouse interest in the reader:  

 
• In other countries, notably France and Norway – there is an 

entitlement to APL with paid time off and an infrastructure to support 

it which includes assessment centres dedicated to the task.  

• The UK is a partner in an OECD project to recognise informal learning 

using learning outcomes; the project is in initial stages but could ease 

the recognition of prior learning and increase mobility.  

• Finland, Norway and Sweden devolve trust (in assessment and QA of 
achievement through APL ) to lower local levels in the system, 
essentially to local education authorities 

• In the Netherlands it is national government policy to embrace any 
kind of validation which recognises achievement. Working from the 

bottom up they intend to develop principles which accommodate 

these practices.  

• In Bulgaria and Romania they have identified a similar need and are 

developing full scale national programmes in response.  

                                       
29 Commission of European Communities , 2000, Memorandum of Lifelong Learning, Commission Staff 
Working Paper, Brussels 
30 Useful link for browsing articles on APEL practice in the EU. Tip: insert APEL in search box.  
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• 32 countries are signed up to the EQF. The EQF is an important 

development in relation to the QCF as it embraces potentially all 

learning and all routes to recognition of achievement can count.   
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6. Recommendations  
 
We have made a single recommendation: that the potential for APL and 

Exemption is examined in practice and evaluated through the 

Qualifications and Credit Framework tests and trials, including the 
current phase 2 trials where possible.  

 

The definitions explained in Section 1.7 and used throughout this report 
are cited again in the context of the report’s recommendation; the 

definitions are intended to apply to the unit based credit system proposed 

for the QCF and though the terms and definitions used are slightly different, 
they are consistent with the definitions offered within the current QCF 

specification. However the recommendation that follows suggests that the 

position and status of Exemption in the QCF specification is examined and 

reviewed.  
 

Two key definitions used in this report are:  
 
Accreditation of Prior Learning: Within a Framework of credit based 

units this is defined as the award of credit based on verifiable evidence of 
the achievement of a unit or units gained through prior learning. 

 

Credit Exemption: is claimed for already certificated achievement. 
Exemption offers the opportunity for learners to have already certificated 

achievement which is not credit based count towards the achievement of 
credit based qualifications; e.g. from qualifications that are currently in the 

NQF and not credit-based.  
 

Note: The ‘kite-marking’ of outcomes from in-company training is not the 

same as Exemption. Kite marking (and/or recognition of achievements in a 
skills passport) can be done without any reference to the QCF or other 

qualifications systems.   

 
We recommend that these tests and trials address the following points: 

 

The tests and trials should involve:  

 
1. Sector bodies able to identify firm demand for APL and Exemption 

within their sectors 

 
2. A range of suitable and willing providers engaged in the QCF tests 

and trials  
 

3. Awarding bodies willing to develop customised assessment 

instruments specifically for APL, linked to units and/or qualifications 

which offer clear routes to APL for cohorts of learners and where 

there is sufficient identified demand to warrant it. 
 

4. Awarding bodies capable of and willing to develop assessment tools 

for recognition of achievement for prior learning in the FLT (including 
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inclusive entry 1) to facilitate and complement Progression Pathways 

designed for the FLT 

 
5. Awarding bodies willing to recognise and use Exemption 

arrangements, within RoC in the QCF, where these are identified by 
sector bodies and employers. 

 

6. Funding and Planning authorities in England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland 

 

7. Regulatory bodies for England, Wales and Northern Ireland 
 

Priority Contexts: 

 

1. Priorities identified by sector bodies; a range of contexts, types of 
achievement and learners in EWNI. These should include the contexts 

identified in Section 3 of this report   

 
2. FLT trial sites in the context of Progression Pathways 

 

3. Full Level 2 qualifications within Phase 2 of the QCF tests and trials 

and related to sector body priorities, Train to Gain and the FLT as 
appropriate. 

 

Guidance, tools and methods on using APL and Exemption within 
the QCF: 

 
1. Resources to be developed systematically through sharing the 

development of APL and Exemption practice in tests and trials of the 

QCF. 
 

QCF specification:  

 
1. Examine the consequences for learner progression which may result 

from learners not being awarded credit for exempted achievement.   

 

2. Address identified minor ambiguities in meaning of some terminology 
associated with APL and Exemption.  

 

3. Examine and review the position of Exemption in the QCF 
specification in relation to the potential impact on credit accumulation 

and transfer and on learner progression: 

 
As exemptions will, by definition, already have been formally 

recognised through some form of certification outside the framework, 

no credits will be awarded where an exemption is granted.31 

  
Draft Principles for APL and Exemption practice:   

 

                                       
31 QCA, CCEA, DELLS. (15.2) QCF Rules of Combination Guidance for developing rules of combination for 
the Qualifications and Credit Framework tests and trials Version 1. QCA 2006 
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1. Test the draft principles included in this report to find out if they help 

all stakeholders to define the parameters for APL and Exemption in 

the QCF. 
 

2. The regulators for EWNI to oversee this aspect of the trial and 
through evaluation of practice and consultation, and refine, amend 
and add to these principles as necessary. 

 
Funding and Planning:  

 

Any QCF test and trial which includes APL and/or Exemption should  
connected to an investigation of the impact of the QCF on funding and 

Planning, to ascertain impact and potential consequences for providers, 

planning and funding systems and strategies and,  

     
1. Identify any perverse funding incentives related to APL and 

Exemption (positive or negative). 

 
2. Address questions such as:  

 

o What is the real cost of APL and Exemption to providers 

learners and other stakeholders?  
 

o Are current or proposed funding systems capable of meeting 

those costs?  
 

o Do funding systems need to define or determine terms for 
funding routes to achievement through APL and Exemption? Or 
is this a matter for providers operating their business within 

agreed spending boundaries/priorities?  
 

3. As an outcome of testing and trialling APL and Exemption in the QCF, 

develop illustrative guidance on how APL and Exemption can be 
funded and managed.  

 

Existing practice in Exemption should be examined for applicability 

for the QCF: 
 

1. Testing and trialling should be cognisant of APL approaches and 

practice in other countries of the EU, including Scotland, and examine 
applicability for the development of practice in the EWNI. 

 

2. Development of APL and Exemption in the QCF should take account 
of and benefit from valuable and effective current practice, including 

models, understanding and expertise where possible; including APL 

and Exemption arrangements operated by professional bodies (in and 

out of the NQF) and recognised by their relevant sector bodies; fast 
track models of APL (comparable to the OSAT example cited) 

referenced by sector bodies in this study.   

 
Questions, issues and opportunities for examination:  
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Section 3 of this report provides a number of key questions that should be 

investigated through tests and trials of APL and Exemption in the QCF.  

The following are offered as examples. There are many other potential 
questions and possibilities to be addressed that can be found in this and the 

2006 report.   
 

• How far does the scope for using RoC within the QCF reduce the need 

for Exemption?  
 

• Will the inclusion of vendor qualifications within the QCF reduce the 

need for Exemption over time?   
 

• Can APL and Exemption agreements between industry and 

professional bodies connect with the QCF?  

 
• Can APL and Exemption save employers and learners, providers and 

the state, time and money? 

 
• In‘re-specifying’ existing qualifications for the QCF should sector and 

awarding bodies be actively encouraged to identify opportunities for 

use of APL and Exemption?  

 
• How would a sector/awarding body handle a case for Exemption or 

APL where there is not a 100% match between certificated prior 

learning and a unit or units in the QCF?   
 

• How can sector and awarding bodies make decisions on Exemption 
within RoC with confidence? What processes should they adopt and 
how can they ensure these processes have credibility?  

 
• What is the regulator’s role in the process? How does a prior 

certificated achievement become officially exempt?  

 
• Will Exemption be easier to determine in specific areas of learning?  
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Annex 

 
Details of sector body responses to the ‘snapshot survey’ on 
recognising prior learning and achievement and additional 
(anonymous) observations on APL and Exemption from sector 

bodies 
 

Question 1: 
 

17 SBs said recognition of prior learning and achievement did 

feature in their strategy for assessment and qualifications.  
 

Of these, 2 added caveats:  
 
‘Yes – for larger qualifications’  

 
‘In part – only for NVQs/SVQs’ 

 

12 SBs said recognition of prior learning and achievement did not feature in 
their strategy for assessment and qualifications.  

 

Of the 12 that said no:  

 
3 added that they were ‘not sure’ or ‘did not know’,  

1 said ‘not explicitly’  

1 said ‘not as much as it should’  
3 said they ‘had not developed a strategy yet’ 

 

In effect 22 respondents either had a strategy for recognising prior learning 

and achievement in place already, or intended to develop one.  
 

Question 2: 

 
24 respondents had evidence of demand for recognising prior 

learning and achievement in their sectors (from employers and or 
employees).   
 

Of those that said yes:  
 

1 said ‘not sure if formally sought or conclusions can be drawn’  

 
7 had answered ‘no’ to question 1. I.e. recognition of prior learning and 

achievement did not yet feature in their strategy for assessment and 

qualifications but they did have evidence of demand from employers and or 

employees.  
 
5 respondents said they had no evidence of demand for recognising prior 

learning and achievement in their sectors (from employers and or 
employees) 
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Of these 5, one said ‘no [evidence], but sure it exists’.  

   

Question 3:  
 

20 respondents said there were (non UK qualification framework) 
certificated achievements in their sectors that they would like to 
see recognised in the QCF.  

  
1 said ‘possibly’   

 

4 said there were no (non UK qualification framework) certificated 
achievements in their sectors that they would like to see recognised in the 

QCF.  

 

1 said they ‘did not know’ 
 

1 said ‘not sure’ 

 
2 did not respond to question 3 

 

 

Of the 20 that said ‘yes’,  
 

1 said ‘possibly associated with professional bodies who cover overseas 

countries’ 
 

1 said ‘recognised but not certificated’ 
 
Question 4:   

 
27 respondents said they were interested in exploiting the QCF to 

recognise prior learning and achievement in their sectors. 

 
1 said they were not interested  

 

1 did not respond to question 4 

 
Question 5:  
 

26 respondents thought recognition of prior learning and 
achievement should be addressed in further tests and trials of the 

QCF.  

 
Of those that said yes, 1 thought ‘it is already implied in rules of 

combination’  

 

1 said it should not   
 

2 did not respond to question 5.  

 
Anonymous SB:  
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‘Employers would have a demand for APL if it saves time and money… APL 

has always been recognised by our sectors. However this is reliant on good 

practice of assessors and verifiers’  
 

‘Professional body awards could be used for APL – however we must be sure 
that ‘knowledge’ and ‘competence’ are recognised as different’ … we must 
not APL training attended… Recognition of APL is no different in the QCF to 

current requirements… blanket APL agreements are worrying as differences 
in delivery are not taken into account’  

 

Anonymous SB:  
 

‘There may be interest from larger employers – where structured processes 

are in place. However the majority of our employers are SMEs.  

There are a significant number of experienced but unqualified employees in 
the sector – there fore a potential market for those not prepared or able to 

undertake NVQs for example 

May professional bodies have developed their own systems to recognise 
those who have not gone through formal routes 

 

The construction skills certification scheme has prompted some employers 

to seek alternative recognition for their own training programmes 
 

What is most significant is the credit/QCF alone is not sufficient – there 

must be a common benchmark to recognise competence and the learning 
which supports it, i.e. NOS. This has to be supported by quality assured 

assessment – wherever it occurs.’  
 
Anonymous SB:  

 
‘We already recognise ‘manufacturer’ training for CPD hours – we could 

build on this and work with them to allow scope for APL. We could work with 

employers/manufacturers to ensure structured training programmes can be 
mapped to NOS.’   
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Appendix  

 
List of those consulted for this report 
 

Keith Weller Accountancy Occupational Standards 
Group 

Brian Hobbs  ASDAN 

Adele Williams  ASET 

Vikki Williams  Asset Skills 

Maggie Scott Association of Colleges 

James Holyfield  Automotive Skills 

Caroline Egerton  CCEA 

Chris Tracey  ACETS: Principal Sector Lead 

Assessment and Skills Operations 

Gill Musk  CILT 

Nick Moore   City Lit College 

Ian Lockhart  Cogent 

Dawn Hillier  Cogent 

David Cracknell Construction Industry Council  

George Swann Construction Skills 

Scott Cooper-Groom Construction Skills 

Ruth Perry Consultant 

Rita-Sue Meintjes Council for Administration 

Ross Anderson  Creative and Cultural Skills 

Jane Roe CWDC 

Julie James DELLS 

John McGuigan  DELNI 

Phil Samuels DfES 

Ben Sweetman  e-skills 

Sam Rees-Adams Financial Services Skills Council 

Tiffany Tarrant Habia 

Amanda Clark  Improve 

Geraldine Craven  Improve 

John Konrad  Konrad Associates International 

Liz Pridgeon  LANTRA 

Angela Joyce  LLUK 

Liz Hall  LLUK 

Jonathan Price-Marlow LSC  - quality assurance, provider 

performance, intervention 

Karen Murray LSC  - quality assurance, provider 
performance, intervention, self 
assessment  

Glen Robinson  LSC  - Train to Gain  

Kevin Street LSC – Senior Policy Manager 
 - funding 

Philip Wells  Maritime Skills Alliance  

Glenys Jackson  MNTB 

Kion Ahadi MSC/SFEDI 

Chahid Fourali MSSB 
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Emma Mitchell  MSSB 

Denise Brown-Sackey Newham College of FE 

Peter Wilson  NIACE 

Viv Berkeley  NIACE  

Maree Walker  NOCN 

Paul Burnand Policy Adviser (Credit & 
Qualifications), SSDA 

Kath Skillern   Policy Curriculum Adviser Edexcel 

Michael Carr    Principal Development Manager 

Edexcel 

Mike Coles  QCA 

Richard Garrett QCA 

James Norman  QCA 

Samina Khan   Qualifications Policy Manager Edexcel 

John Lansley  Seafish Industry Authority 

David George SEMTA 

Kenn Palmer Senior Credit Framework Manager  
CQFW 

Jamie Petrie Skillfast-UK 

Judy Leavesley  Skills for Care and Development 

Jenny Wall Skills for Health 

Sue Hunter Skills for Justice  

Angela Sharp Skills for Justice 

Carolyn Davies  Skills for Security 

John Thorpe  SkillsActive 

Penny Bance Skillset 

Beverley Paddey Skillsmart Retail 

Anita Davis TDA 

Karen Hale-Robertson UK workforce hub – voluntary and 
community sector 

Plus:   

• Four anonymous sector body respondents to snapshot survey    

• Opinions sought informally from additional awarding bodies  
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Snapshot survey of sector bodies  

 

 

Recognising Prior Learning and 

achievement -   

A Snapshot questionnaire for sector bodies.   

 

You should be able to answer all the 

questions in two minutes – please add more 

information on the reverse if you can. 

Sector Body:  (leave blank if you wish)  

 

 

 

Contact name and details:  

 

Recognising = formal recognition in the QCF  

 

Prior Learning = any learning achievements that have not been recognised at all, from informal 

learning at work and in the community 

 

Prior achievement = achievements that have been certificated elsewhere, from inside and outside UK 

qualification systems – e.g.  in-company training or professional bodies   

1. Does the recognition of prior learning and achievement feature in your strategy for assessment and 

qualifications?  Yes/No 

2. Do you have evidence of demand for recognising prior learning and achievement in your sector 

(from employers and or employees) Yes/No  

3. Are there (non UK qualification framework) certificated achievements in your sector that you would 

like to see recognised in the QCF? Yes/No 

4. Are you interested in exploiting the QCF to recognise prior learning and achievement in your sector? 

Yes/No 

5. Do you think recognition of prior learning and achievement should be addressed in further tests and 

trials of the QCF? Yes/No 
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This postcard survey is confidential – no sector body or interviewee will be identified as a result without 

their written permission. Credit Works has been commissioned by LSC to: Examine the implications of 

APL and Exemptions within the QCF in the context of supporting and measuring learner progression. 

finbar.lillis@creditworks.uk.com  
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Briefing papers and question prompts: Awarding 
Bodies    
 

 

 
Question prompts for projects and interviewees: Examining the 
implications of APL32 and Exemptions within the QCF in the context of 
supporting and measuring learner progression 

January – March 2007 

NOTE: These question prompts should be read in conjunction with Briefing 
Paper: Examining the implications of APL and Exemptions within the QCF in the 
context of supporting and measuring learner progression. This provides some 
brief information on all areas of investigation for the research. 

Introduction 

Credit Works has been commissioned by LSC to examine the implications for 
recognising and measuring progression in the context of accreditation of prior 
learning in a qualifications and credit framework.  

This project takes forward the recommendations of the Credit Works research for 
LSC on APL published in June 2006.33 Terms and explanations for APL and 
Exemption within a credit system are included in the published report and will be 
used in this follow up research. These terms and explanations are consistent 
with the QCF specification.  

The aim of this work is to: 

Examine the implications for recognising and measuring progression in the 
context of accreditation of prior learning in a qualifications and credit framework  

Make recommendations for managing APL and Exemption in the QCF in the 
context of: 

• planning  

• funding    

• workforce development   

As the VQRP is UK wide the work should also address and have applicability for 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

We would like to conduct a telephone interview/email exchange with a 
sample of awarding bodies which are considering (or interested in) how 
they might use APL and Exemption within the QCF to design new, or the 
adaptation of existing, qualifications and are prepared to discuss and 
contribute their ideas to the research. Each interview will last about 40 
minutes and question prompts are supplied below to help stimulate 
discussion.  

                                       
32 ‘APL’ - used throughout as a mnemonic for formal recognition of prior learning and achievement. 
33 Credit Works, The feasibility of employing the accreditation of prior learning (APL) to support progress 

towards the achievement of full Level 1, 2 and 3 qualifications. LSC 2006 
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It is too soon in the development of the QCF to produce case studies of 
real APL and Exemption practice. Through exploratory interviews and 
discussion we intend to exemplify the potential the QCF offers for 
Exemption and APL, in order to promote understanding and strategic use 
of APL and Exemption in the QCF across stakeholders. We also intend to 
model examples to examine the implications for planning, funding and 
workforce development. 

Question prompts for interview and discussion:  

 
We would like to talk to a sample of Awarding Body representatives and focus a 
telephone interview or email exchange on the following questions:  

 

1. Do you have a view about how the QCF might help or hinder 
opportunities for recognising prior learning and achievement?  

2. Do you have any plans or ideas as an awarding body to develop or 
extend use of APL and Exemption using the QCF?  

3. Would you be interested in discussing how you might use the QCF to 
recognise prior learning and achievement?   

4. Do you have any provisional plans or ideas to use Exemption in 
organising transition of your qualifications from the NQF to the QCF? 

5. If you have existing (successful) APL and or Exemption arrangements in 
place within (or outside the NQF) have you considered how these might 
be affected by the QCF?  If so, do you think the QCF will help or hinder 
such arrangements?  

 
Please email finbar.lillis@creditworks.uk.com to arrange an interview or to 
post your email response.  See the attached email for details.  
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Briefing papers and question prompts: Learning 
providers  

 
Question prompts for projects and interviewees: Examining the 
implications of APL34 and Exemptions within the QCF in the context of 
supporting and measuring learner progression 

January – March 2007 

NOTE: These question prompts should be read in conjunction with Briefing 
Paper: Examining the implications of APL and Exemptions within the QCF in the 
context of supporting and measuring learner progression. This provides some 
brief information on all areas of investigation for the research. 

Introduction 

Credit Works has been commissioned by LSC to examine the implications for 
recognising and measuring progression in the context of accreditation of prior 
learning in a qualifications and credit framework.  

This project takes forward the recommendations of the Credit Works research for 
LSC on APL published in June 2006.35 Terms and explanations for APL and 
Exemption within a credit system are included in the published report and will be 
used in this follow up research. These terms and explanations are consistent 
with the QCF specification.  

The aim of this work is to: 

Examine the implications for recognising and measuring progression in the 
context of accreditation of prior learning in a qualifications and credit framework  

Make recommendations for managing APL and Exemption in the QCF in the 
context of: 

• planning  

• funding    

• workforce development   

As the VQRP is UK wide the work should also address and have applicability for 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

 

We would like to conduct a telephone interview/email exchange with you as 
providers involved in the T&Ts of the QCF to discuss how APL and 
Exemption might be used within the QCF. Each interview will last about 40 
minutes and question prompts are attached to help stimulate discussion.  

It is too soon in the development of the QCF to produce case studies of 
real APL and Exemption practice. Through exploratory interviews and 
discussion we intend to exemplify the potential the QCF offers for 
Exemption and APL, in order to promote understanding and strategic use 

                                       
34 ‘APL’ - used throughout as a mnemonic for formal recognition of prior learning and achievement. 
35 Credit Works, The feasibility of employing the accreditation of prior learning (APL) to support progress 

towards the achievement of full Level 1, 2 and 3 qualifications. LSC 2006 
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of APL and Exemption in the QCF across stakeholders. We also intend to 
model examples to examine the implications for planning, funding and 
workforce development. 

Question prompts for interview and discussion:  

We would like to focus a telephone interview or email exchange on the following 
questions:  
 

Do you have a view about how the QCF might help or hinder opportunities for 
recognising prior learning and achievement?  

Would you be interested in discussing how you might use the QCF to recognise 
prior learning and achievement?   

 If you have existing (successful) APL and or Exemption arrangements in place 
within (or outside the NQF) have you considered how these might be affected by 
the QCF?  If so, do you think the QCF will help or hinder such arrangements?  

 

Please email finbar.lillis@creditworks.uk.com to arrange an interview or to 

post your email response.  See the attached email for details.  
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Briefing papers and question prompts: Sector Bodies 
 

Question prompts for projects and interviewees: Examining the 
implications of APL36 and Exemptions within the QCF in the context of 
supporting and measuring learner progression 

January – March 2007 

NOTE: These question prompts should be read in conjunction with Briefing 
Paper: Examining the implications of APL and Exemptions within the QCF in the 
context of supporting and measuring learner progression. This provides some 
brief information on all areas of investigation for the research. 

Introduction 

Credit Works has been commissioned by LSC to examine the implications for 
recognising and measuring progression in the context of accreditation of prior 
learning in a qualifications and credit framework.  

This project takes forward the recommendations of the Credit Works research for 
LSC on APL published in June 2006.37 Terms and explanations for APL and 
Exemption within a credit system are included in the published report and will be 
used in this follow up research. These terms and explanations are consistent 
with the QCF specification.  

The aim of this work is to: 

Examine the implications for recognising and measuring progression in the 
context of accreditation of prior learning in a qualifications and credit framework  

Make recommendations for managing APL and Exemption in the QCF in the 
context of: 

• planning  

• funding    

• workforce development   

 

As the VQRP is UK wide the work should also address and have applicability for 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

 

We would like to conduct a telephone interview/email exchange with a 
sample of sector bodies which are considering (or interested in) how they 
might use APL and Exemption within the QCF to promote the design of 
new, or the adaptation of existing, qualifications and are prepared to 
discuss and contribute their ideas to the research. Each interview will last 
about 40 minutes and question prompts are supplied below to help 
stimulate discussion.  

                                       
36 ‘APL’ - used throughout as a mnemonic for formal recognition of prior learning and achievement. 
37 Credit Works, The feasibility of employing the accreditation of prior learning (APL) to support progress 

towards the achievement of full Level 1, 2 and 3 qualifications. LSC 2006 
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It is too soon in the development of the QCF to produce case studies of 
real APL and Exemption practice. Through exploratory interviews and 
discussion we intend to exemplify the potential the QCF offers for 
Exemption and APL, in order to promote understanding and strategic use 
of APL and Exemption in the QCF across stakeholders. We also intend to 
model examples to examine the implications for planning, funding and 
workforce development. 

Question prompts for interview and discussion with sector bodies:  

We would like to talk to a sample of sector body representatives and focus a 
telephone interview or email exchange on the following questions:  

 

Does APL and or Exemption feature in your sector qualifications strategy? 

Do you have any plans or ideas as a sector body to develop or extend use of 
APL and Exemption using the QCF?  

Do you have a view about how APL and Exemption might potentially help to 

meet employer demands? In particular, how APL and Exemption can be 
used:  

• to support overall achievement and progression in your sector 

• to help identify units and qualifications (including achievements from 
outside the NQF) that could be achieved through APL or recognised 

through Exemption 

• to assist in considering which units and qualifications should be 
prioritised for planning and funding  

What do you think needs to be done to foster understanding of the potential 

of APL and Exemption in the QCF within your sector body and among 

employers in your sector? 

Are there existing (successful) APL and or Exemption arrangements in place 
within (or outside the NQF) in your sector? If so, have you considered how these 
might be affected by the QCF?    

  

Please email finbar.lillis@creditworks.uk.com to arrange an interview or to 

post your email response.  See the attached email for details.  
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Briefing paper: Examining the implications of APL and Exemptions within 
the QCF in the context of supporting and measuring learner progression 

 

January – March 2007 

 

Introduction 

Credit Works has been commissioned by LSC to examine the implications for 
recognising and measuring progression in the context of accreditation of prior 
learning in a qualifications and credit framework. 

This paper should be read in conjunction with Question prompts for 
projects and interviewees: Examining the implications of APL and 
Exemptions within the QCF in the context of supporting and measuring 
learner progression. 

We are likely to want to interview you in relation to ONE of the four areas 
of investigation for the research, though you may have an interest in 
contributing to others.  

Context for the research  

The LSC is a partner in the UK wide programme of reform of vocational 
qualifications (UK VQRP).i 

Within the UK VQRP tests and trials of the proposed QCF are already 
underway and second phase tests and trials are due to commence in 2007/08. 
There will be two Ministerial reports (July 2007 and July 2008) on progress 
across the reform programme.  

This research falls within the third Sub Programme (led by the LSC) and 
will form part of a strand of work focussing on new approaches 
supporting learner progression in a qualifications and credit framework.  

The LSC commissioned research examining the feasibility of employing the 
accreditation of prior learning (APL) to support progress towards the 
achievement of full level 1, 2 and 3 qualifications (Credit Works June 2006).The 
final report of that research recommended that the LSC should consider further 
work in this area once tests and trials of the QCF had begun. 

Aims 

The aim of this work is to examine the implications for recognising and 
measuring progression in the context of accreditation of prior learning in 
a qualifications and credit framework. It is expected that the work will 
result in recommendations for managing APL in the QCF in the context of 
planning, funding and workforce development. As the VQ RP is UK wide 
the work should also address and have applicability for England, Wales 
and Northern Ireland.  

Objectives 

The objectives of this project are to: 

5. Establish a baseline of the current weaknesses and failures in APL 
systems (building on the previous research) in order to establish how 
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these may addressed in recognising and accrediting prior learning and 
achievement in the QCF (taking into account the technical specifications 
of the QCF) 

6. Identify the potential for new approaches to APL that may be offered by 
the QCF and how existing and new approaches may be managed 
through transition from the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) to 
the QCF 

7. Examine how new and existing approaches will support achievement and 
progression in the context of sector qualification reform, particularly in the 
context of SQS prioritising qualifications for planning and funding 
purposes and how APL may be managed in this context and how it may 
be managed in terms of credibility and currency of prior learning and 
achievement for SSC/Bs and employers 

8. Consider the implications for increased use of APL within the QCF in the 
context of planning and funding of provision, but particularly in the 
context of workforce development and the implications for providers. 

 
Credit Works will produce a final report for LSC by the March 31 2007.  

 
 

                                       
i
 The objectives of the UK VQRP are: 

• The reform and rationalisation of sector qualifications and other provision so that they reflect employer and 
learner needs, providing recognised and valued levels of skill both within and across sectors 

• The development of a qualifications and credit framework (QCF) which will 

- facilitate the accumulation and transfer of credit 

- articulate with the UK Higher Education framework and the proposed European Credit and 
Qualifications Framework 

- The establishment of planning, funding and delivery arrangements of provision which support the 
above objectives.  

 

There are five interdependent Sub Programmes within the UK VQRP: 

• Sector Qualification Reform (led by SSDA) 

• Framework Development (led by QCA on behalf of the regulatory partners) 

• Planning, funding and delivery of provision (led by the LSC on behalf of the planning and funding 
bodies) 

• Preparatory rationalisation of existing qualifications (led by FAB and JCQ on behalf of the awarding bodies) 

• Communications (led by DfES).  

 


